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Efficiency: the goal of new WLUSU officers
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This year's new officers - Steven Bell, Lounge Polley Chairperson, and Cathy Rivers, Director of
Student Activities (seated), John Bazlll, WLUSU Treasurer, Krls Ulmanls, Radio Laurier Station Manager,
and Tom Sturrup, Commissioner of University Affairs (st anding).

by Susan Rowe
On February twenty-fifth, the
Student Union Board of Directors confirmed the appointments
of Tom Sturrup as t he Commissioner of University Affairs,
John Bazilli as the Treasurer of
WLUSU, Kris Ulmanis as Radio
Laurier Station Manager, Cathy
Rivers as Director of Student
Activities, and Steven Bell as
Lounge Policy Chairperson.
Mike Sutherland, the recentlyelected President of WLUSU, a
Board member, and the previous
officer holding each position advised on the selection of new officers. Sutherland said that qualifications for the jobs included

prior experience in some cases,
but more importantly, ingenuity
and originality to bring into the
office and the capacity for good
relations with WLUSU to obtain
the desired team effort.
Tom Sturrup, the Commissioner, is a third-year
Political Science student. As
Commissioner, he is advised by
the Commission which consists
of two student Senators, two
students representatives of the
Board of Governors, the
President of WLUSU and the
Commission
Research
Coordinator, and supervises an investigatory staff of eight. He

also makes up the Commission
budget. In addition to monthly
Commission meetings, Stumtp
must attend all Senate, Board of
Governors
and
WLUSU
meetings. He would like to see
more interaction with the students in the form of a continuation of the survey circulated
this year. He will try to get the
Commission on the Operations
Management Board (OMB)
which consists of the President,
Vice-President and Treasurer of
WLUSU, Radio Laurier Station
Manager and Student Publications President. Apart from
the ongoing improvement of the

Applications increase at WLU
by f Carol Maybury
Much of the credit for the 16
per cent increase in secondary
school student applications to
WLU should go to the agressive
liason program in the high
schools run by Arthur Stephen,
director of liason, and Barry
Lyon, director of publications
and alumni, said WLU President
Neale Tayler.
WLU has gained a strong reputation, especially in its School
of Bv Jiness and Economics
which accounted for the majority
of the increase in applications,
Tayler said in a recent interview.
The computer print-out of
secondary school student university applications at the provincial application centre in
Guelph was released on February 20, and showed a 20 per cent
increase in WLU as the first
choice for students. Although
WLU will only accept 1,050
freshmen students for September, 1,297 high school students
named WLU as their first choice
on the three-choice application
form, compared to 1,080 last
year.
Tayler said that although
there was an increase in interest
overa~.
the enrollment for

Honours Music was down. Music
enrollment is subject to fluctuation because acceptance in
the music program is much more
personal than in other programs
since an audition is necessary.
Tayler said that it is not unusual for music students to decide to come to WL U even after
they have been accepted and are
enrolled at other universities.
In the past, about one-third of
the preliminary registrations
were expected to actually decide
to come to WLU, but Tayler is
confident that most of those who
put WLU as their first choice
will actually arrive in September.
WLU's increased popularity is
pushing up the standards demanded for admission. In the
School of Business and Economics, it is necessary to have a
72 per cent average for a student
to be accepted.
Tayler said that WLU is now
in a fortunate position. Its
School of Business was begun
several years ago, and is well established. Many students are
looking for a degree that is likely
to result in employment after
graduation, and universities that
have not had a strong business
program, are having to enlarge

and increase their business facilities. With the restraint imposed by decreased government
grants those universities are at a
disadvantage.
Although the School of Socia
Work Applications were not inc~ud~ in the Guelph center's es·
tlmat10ns, there are generally
two to three hundred appli·
cations from B.A. graduates for
the 75 seats available in the
School of Social Work.
Another fiscal advantage that
WLU enjoys, in Tayler's mind, is
the fact that it was privately funded during the Sixties, when
governments
were
pouring
money into universities. This
prevented WLU from entering
esoteric programs which demanded large expenditures and
still demand a lot of money to '
keep up, even though today's ·
student with his eye on the job
market, is ignoring them.
WLU's calendars have been
consistently voted the most attractive in the province by the
poeple who publish university
calendars, Tayler said. He admitted that the publicity about
WLU's increasing enrollment
while other universities are
continued on page 2
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Resource Library, Sturrup in- rooting continuity and contends to act upon issues as they sistency. As Station Manager,
arise through the year. Sturrup Ulmanis is in charge of eight apfulfills the necessary require- pointed Department Heads.
Cathy Rivers, a third-year
ment, for the position of Commissioner, of previous exerience: Honours Business student, was
he has been on the Board of appointed the Director of
Directors, has been Research Co- Student Activities. She appoints
ordinator and Information Co- and supervises the Business
ordinator for the CUA, has been Manager, Clubs Co-ordinator,
Services
Co- 1
on the Advisory Board of An- Marketing
cilliary Enterpises, the Board of ordinator, Movie Co-ordinator,
Government Property Com- Chairpersons of Special Eventl
mittee and Chairperson of Inter- Committees and, in consultation'
Residence Council and the Ad- with the Business Manager, the
visory Council on Off-Campus Entertainment Manager. Being
in charge of the Board of student
Housing.
First-year Honours Business Activities, she recommends
student, John Bazilli, as policies, and reports the actions
WLUSU Treasurer, has financial of the BSA to the Board of
control of WLUSU with a Directors, aids in the prebudget of between one-quarter paration of the BSA budget and
and one-half million dollars. In supervises its implementation.
tandem with WLUSU President Rivers faces a difficult problem
and Vice-President, Bazilli deter- this year due to the raising of the
mines the budget for the year. legal drinking age: most of the
He helps determine the allot- incoming freshmen will be underment of money to various com- age. Therefore, activities must
mittees and must attend all be organized which are not pubBoard and OMB meetings. oriented, such as sports events
Being Treasurer, he will also be and possibly a street dance. She
on the Building Committee and plans to have more involvement
the Small Clubs Committee. He with U of W for Orientation and
is interested in efficiency in his Oktoberfest to encourage more
office and effective interaction student involvement which she
between departments. He is in hopes will continue through the
TAMIAE and the WLU Mar- year. Homecoming, which was
keting Association.
started up again last year, will be
The new Station Manager for continued and expanded with the
Radio Laurer is Kris Ulmanis, a aid of interested alumni. In adsecond-year Honours Sociology dition to enthusiasm, Rivers
student. he has had experience brings to the office orwith Radio Laurier (CILR) as a ganizational experience, being in
DJ and last year as News and charge of the Winter Carnival
Sports Director, doing all the formal and a team captain for
live broadcasts of WLU Hawks Tamiae.
basketball games. Ulmanis is
The new Lounge Policy Chairalso on the Executive Committee person is Steven Bell, a thirdof the Ontario Radio Campus year Honours Business student.
Organization and thus would like He chairs the Lounge Policy
to see more involvement with Committee of five, including
other broadcasting universities. Lounge Supervisor and EnterHe willwork to get a licence from tainment Co-ordinator. For the
the CRTC in order to give CILR present, he will be implementing
stability, and to make it a sep- new policies like the one o'clock
arate corporation with less res- closing of Pub, and considering
ponsibility to the Board who now other uses for the new seven-foot
determines their budget and can screen in the Pub and the posalso regulate their activities, sibility of curtains in the
Ulmanis believes, without suf- Lounge. He is responsible for all
ficient working knowledge of the policies related to the Pub and
Station. He sees a problem with the Lounge, and must report to
the yearly turnover of the exe- the Board of Directors.
The new officers will meet at
cutive which could be solved by
the introduction of a permanent, I the next OMB meeting, March
paid Station Manager, pro- eighth.

B oard says 0 k ay
t 0 T urret use
.

by Dave Creek
The Board of Directors held an
emergency meeting on Monday
night, in order to reconsider an
application by the Tamiae
Society for the use of the Turret
on the night of Wednesday, March 7. The original proposal had
been turned down by WLUSU
President Mike Sutherland, with
the consent of the Board, and
had also been turned down by
the Lounge Policy Committee
and the Operations Management
Board. Sutherland called the
meeting of the Board, because he
had heard that Garnet Pigden,
the President of Tamiae, was attempting to gain enough Directors to call an emergency
meeting in any case.
The Tamiae President apologized to the Board for all of the

problems tht this request has
caused, and presented a new proposal to the Board. The new proposal stated that the folksinger
which Tamiae had already contracted to have appear on the
night in question, could perform
at the same time as the hockey
game on the Big Screen, provided that the sound on the
screen was turned off. Tamiae
dropped its request for an admission charge, and instead
asked the Board to tum over
75% of profits above and beyond
the average profit for t he last
four Wednesday nights.
The Board accepted the new
proposal by a six to five vote,
and, after the Board was recalled
to discuss a possible conflict of
interest, the decision was upheld
by the Chairman.
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Stuaents comment on unjust differential fees
by Karen Kehn
At the Senate meeting held
last Thursday, the student senators presented a proposal to
standardize term lengths, establish breaks before exams, recognize statutory holidays, and formulate a policy for the Winter
Term starting date.
The brief, A Guideline for the

Academic Year, expressed concern for the varying lengths of
the terms at WLU: Fall term is
12 weeks, 4 days long; Winter
Term varies from 12 weeks, 4
days to 12 weeks, 2 days; and
Spring Term is 13 weeks long. As
these inconsistencies affect
many students - those in coop
and regular students enrolled in

.---"~----------------------.,
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Grad Portraits taken year 'round

half courses - the student
senators believe the term~
should be symmetrical to give
students equal instruction time
for all courses.
Students need a break betwee~
the end of the term and th(
beginning of the exams. In thi~
item, the student emphasized the
need to space the term and
exams to allow students an op·
portunity to study properly. The
report says "undue stress " is
caused by the Fall term ending
on December 8 and exams begin·
ning on December 9.
Statutory holidays should be
recognized at Laurier. If a lecture is missed because of a holiday, it should not be 1 scheduled
on •a weekend.
The student senators say that
WLU is the "worst offendeer the
Ontario university system has'
on the subject of ignoring
statutory holidays.
In the last item, the report
calls for a definite policy on the
returning date in Winter Term
The suggestion forwarded is that
Winter Term should start on
January 3rd when that date is a
Monday, Tuesday, or Wednes·
day. In other cases, the starting
date should be the following
Monday, after the New Year.
The ad hoc committee, which
will investigate these proposals,
consists of the registrar, one
dean, two students, and thre(
Senate faculty members.
Both the Senate Ad Hoc Committee on the Appointment of
Director, Continuing Education
and Dr. Weir, Vice-president,
Academic,
presented
their
position on the procedures used

to appoint Dr. Little as the
Director, Continuing Education.
In a letter written by Dr. D.
McCready, it states that the ad
hoc committee was concerned
with the problems in timing;
that is, the apppointment was
made prior to the Senate ad hoc
committee's consideration and
the man was performing the
duties of the office before he was
technically appointed.
In most cases, the Committee
is given the three names to consider, but this time they were
given one, Dr. Little's.
The committee stressed that
they agreed with the appointment of Dr. Little, but were concerned with the questionable
procedures which were used.
Dr. Weir says he never acted
outside the letter or spirit of the
law because he was searching for
the best person for the position.
In his opinion, a professor would
be the best choice for the Director, Continuing Education.
One application was submitted
for the position and Dr. Little
was nominated. These two
names were given to the Selection Committee of the Board of
Governors on December 11 before Little agreed to accept the
job if he was selected. On December 28, Little said he would ac·
cept the position.
Because the acting Director,
Continuing Education went on
Sabbatical in January, Little had
to serve as a bridge before his actual appointment.
As the prior committee approved only one name, the
Senate ad hoc committee was
given only that candidate to con-

Public Administration

Queen's University

A one year policy oriented Master of Public
Administration program. Preparation for city,
regional, provincial and federal public service.

Entrance with Honours B.A . or equivalent, all
fields of study. Enrolment limited to 30. Write:
School of Public Administration, Queen's
University, Kingston, Ontario.

sider. Weir said letters of reference were not required
because Little was well-known.
Initially, Weir opposed the use
of a search committee in the
filling of this position. He felt it
was not necessary as the
appointment could be made
through the office of the Vicepresident, Academic.
After a presentation by Dean
Vallilee, Dean of Arts and Sci· •
ence, the Senate accepted a pro·
posal to establish an Honours
French program. Changes in
physical education courses 111
and 112 (formerly 101 and 102)
were accepted in order to bring
Laurier's program up to standards set by Auld House students will be studying a greater
number of sports.
All the proposals made by the
Senate Committee on Trends
and StratPgies have been referred to the proper areas, if they
have not been dealt with already
by the university.
At the end of the meeting, a
biology professor pointed out a
decrease in faculty. Retiring pro·
fessors are not being replaced in
his department, and he feared it
would affect the standard of
education offered at WLU. Dr.
Tayler, President andChairman
of the Senate, said the VicePresident, Academic decides
whether replacements are nee·
essary or not.
' continued from page 1
becoming worried about declining students, puts WLU in a
g..>od light in potential students'
eyes.
When the Athletic Complex
was completed, admission officials noticed an increase in
registration. The univer:~ity is
trying to continue that by broadening and improving the athletic
programs it offers.
The success that WLU teams
achieve in intercollegiate sports
is drawing not only potential
participants, but spectators also
to the university.
Possibly one of the biggest
drawing cards that WLU has is
its
relatively
homogeneous
student body. Tayler says that
most students are small "c" con·
servative and that even during
the Sixties when many univer·
sities were having trouble with
students, WLU had few radicals.
The possibility of cross-regis·
tration with the University of
Waterloo gives students who
prefer a small, intimate campus,
; continued on page 8

WANTED
Books and Records for the
15th Annual K-W Canadian
Federation
of
University
Women's Used Book Sale.
March 30th and 31st.
Call885-1025 or 576-8654.

CAMPUS
WORSHIP
SERVICE
With
Chaplain Remkes Kooistra
Sponsored by
The Christian Reformed
Church
EVERY SUNDAY MORNING
11 a.m. Room 280
Humanities Hall
U of Waterloo

Isn't it the best beer JOu've ever tasted!

You will be welcomed.
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by Dave Creek
The meeting of the WLUSU
Board of Directors last Sunday
evening, was an organizational
meeting to set up the bureaucracy of the Corporation for the
coming year. The first order of
business at the meeting was to
choose a Chairman and ViceChairman of the Board. The new
Chairman is Randy Elliott, and
the position of Vice-Chairman
will be filled by Michael Brown.
WLUSU
President
Mike
Sutherland reported that the
Search Committees had arrived
at
the
following
recommendations: the new Commissioner of University Affairs
will be Tom Sturrup, a third year
Political Science Student who
sat on last year's Board, and who
has worked within the Commission. The new Radio Laurier Station Manager is Kris Ulmanis.
The position of Director of
Student Activities, will be filled
by Cathy Rivers. The new Treasurer is first year Business
student John Bazilli. The
position of Lounge Policy Chairperson will be filled by Steve
Bell. Sutherland expressed his
confidence in all of the Search
Committee's recommendations.
Although the Board went in
camera on three separate occasions, -they -passed all five of
the recommendations.
The next item on the agenda
was the choosing of Standing
Committees. The Information
Committee is composed of Neal
Cutcher, Rick Wehrl, and Randy
Elliott. The Student Union Building Committee is composed of
Neal Cutcher, Brian Van Mierlo,
Bob Howald, and John Bazilli.
The Planning Committee is composed of A vanthi Singh, Terry
Foster, Brian Van Mierlo, Mike
Brown, and Mike Sutherland.
The By-Laws and Regulations
Commitwe is composed of Terry
Foster, Bob Howald, Dave
Murray, and Tom McCauley.
The Board Representative on the
Lounge Policy committee is
Mark Filo. The Small Clubs Review Committee is composed of
Mike Brown and Dave Orsini.
The Honouraria Committee is
composed of Bob Howald, Neal
Cutcher, and Dave Murray.
These Committees will bear the
brunt of the work in bringing
questions before the Board in the
coming year.
Tom McCauley made his VicePresidential report to the Board.
He told the Board that it had
been decided that the wages of
Games Room Staff be raised by
ten cents per hour to three
dollars and ten cents per hour,
retroactive to January the first.
The Board approved this action.
McCauley informed the Board
that the recommendation for
Chief Electoral Officer was Rob
Campbell. The Board also accepted this recommendation.
The last point made by McCauley before the end of the
m~ting was a report that he was
examining a recommendation
made by the Board from two
years ago which stated that
neither officers of the Corporation, nor members of the·
Board of Directors should be
allowed to work as part time employees of the same Corporation.
The meeting was adjourned at
this point in time.
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Seat belts can keep you
alive to live that life.
A lot of hopes and plans were
wiped out last year when 645
persons died in Ontario motor
vehicle accidents- while not
wearing their seat belts.

Plan to live. Wear your seat belt.

®

Ontario

Ministry of Transportation
and Communications
Hon James Snow. M•n•ster
Harold G•lberCDeputy M•mster
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On May 3, Graham Watt lit up
a Colts. Paused. Reflected. Then
paused again. And reflected again.
Then paused. Then reflected. Paused
once more and looked on the marks
listing and found his name there
with a big "passed" beside it.

Colts. A great break.
Enjoy them anytime.
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Little things that bother me but don't merit
an entire editorial ...
Let's face 1t. If you're big around campus, you always get your way - especially 1f you get a little help
from your friends
Tamiae, the biggest campus club at WLU, boasts a membersh1p of approximately 700 students. ImpresSIVe.
In the f1rst place, Mike Sutherland, WLUSU president, turned down Tamiae's request for the pub
because they did not give the requ ired four week notice before the event. When Sutherland told the board
th1s, they d1dn't say 'boo'.
As I understand 1t, the current president of Tam1ae wa~ very upset w1th th1s decision and he pushed for
an emergency board meeting to enable him to make a better presentation of his request.
TamiaE' pre-,ident desires a meeting - he gets 1t. Un1mpress1ve
The bodrd discu ssed the proposition - forgetting the violated regulation of four week s notice befo re
the event.
Tam1ae already booked their singer for Wednesday, March 7, and they said they would lose at lea st
$350 If they couldn't stage the event. (Tamiae will get a shMe of the pub's profits from that n1ght.) I think 1t
was their poor business judgement that led to this unfortunate inc1dent They should have had the forethought to book the pub m due time - even 1f they wNen't guaranteed of getting a singer for the evening
The reservat1on could have been cancelled a lot easier than pushmg for a last minute decis1on.
The vote on the mot1on to g1ve Tamiae the pub on Wednesday was 6 for and 5 against Tamiae members d1d not declare a conflict of interest. Un1mpress1ve.
The cha1rman of the board looked to 'past convention' to support h1s decision that there was no conflict
m this question
In the same way, I can refer to the past and find examples of board members who were Turret staff
members and who declared a conflict of interest when a mot1on concerning their job was being voted
l!pon Rad1o Laurier executive and volunteers do not vote on mot1ons pertaining to the radio station Members of other small clubs declared conflicts.
Tamiae is a BIG small club. Tamiae members- act1ve or not- have an interest in the workings of the
club . If those Tam1ae members, had any conscience or 1dea of the sp1rit of the law, they would have declart>d a conflict of interest.
The vote was close : 6 to 5 I thmk the result would have been very different if Tamiae members had not
voted .
One very 1mportant aspect the board does not seem to have considered is the president's original action
in this matter Sutherland said "No" to Tamiae and the board sa1d " Yes"
To me, this 1s a declaration of lack of confidence m the pres1dent. In most democratic systems, a vote of
non-confidence means the leader of the government must resign.
Do the board members really know what they're playing Mound with? Does this case set a precedent
that must be followed in future situations of th1s kind?
It was clearly a case of: Don't look before you leap - or don't thmk before you vote And , of course,
the b1g guys won again. All they had to do was ask for a meetmg and they got one. They asked for the
Turret on Monday for Wednesday of the SAME week and they got 1t
To me, 1t looks like the board got walked all over Un1mpress1ve.
It's obvious that the board members must begin thmkmg about the immed1ate and far-reaching effects
of the1r act1ons - before something really Important comes up.
Karen Kehn
news editor
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1 I cannot understand how people can stand in the Games Room for
hours on end feeding quarters into machines that go ding-dmg, buzzbuzz, wammy-kaboom, and sproing There must be more to life
2 I cannot understand why Bones turns off the new seven foot TV in
the Turret at 12:25 when the show you have ben watching for 55 minutes is almost over
3 It is a continual source of amazement to me when I see how conservative the student body of this school is
. 4. I will never understand how people can sit in the TV Lounge all afternoon watching game shows. And one day, the TV wasn't working
but there were three people in the TV Lounge staring at the blank
sc reen
5. I still , after all this time cannot understand why the Turret closes
between 6 and 8. Even on Fridays.
6. The great lady in the Concourse who sells coffee and JUnk food . I
cannot understand why she is always so cheerful and bright and friendly. What does she know that the rest of us don't?
7. The recent WLUSU election, in which all the Arts Reps were acclaimed, rescored my faith in apathy.
8. The unbelievable ignorance of some people. (First year student
" What's the BNA Act?" ) (True.)
9 And something that really bugs me - first, second, third, and fourth year university students, graduate students, lecturers, assistant professors, professors, and department heads who cannot put eight words
together to form a coherent sentence.
10. Morons looking over your shoulder to see what garbage you' re
typmg this week.
11 People who think the Cord appears on campus as if by magic, possibly dropped from the sky overnight by Cosmic Beings Greater than
Ourselves
12 A cafeteria that serves french fr1es with everything.
13 People who insist that they are right but can't even be bothered to
hear the other side of the argument. This really bothers me.
14. People who don't read . This includes people who think the Sun IS a ..
good newspaper. (This bears a d1rect relationship with number nine,
above. If you don't read anything well written, how can you expect to
writeweJI?)
15. The final thing I will record here probably bothers me the most I
had this really great editorial written. Then I thought about it, and
d1dn't like it. I re-wrote it. It still didn't work . I guess you could call it
writer's block, Boy, it bugs me. A lot.

-Barry Ries, Editor
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Cartoons OK
A few weeks ago, in a letter to
the editor, someone attacked the
quality of the Cord's sports cartoons and the fact that a particular cartoon was given a half·
page exposure. The punch line of
the letter read as follows - "Yet
putting in a badly done cartoon
of a WLU athlete with a beanie
cap (most appropriate) is inter·
esting enough to devote half a
page to."

As you might guess, that drop
shop didn't score a lot of points
with many people. Catching the
rebound, this letter hopes to set
up a defense for the other side pro F•!~ter's rartO'l!lS. To begin,
the opposition failed tt. realize
these sports cartoons play a key
position in the promotion of
school spirit. The message these
illustrations convey is clear: Win
or lose, WLU is still number one!
For the second straight year,
these drawings qave captured
moments of play with originality
and wit - a winning combin·
ation. They in turn, deserve more
than to be called "badly done".
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As a focal point of the sports sec- ideas, week after week, and illus·
tion, the illustrations draw trating them takes a lot of pracrecognition to varsity sports, tice. All of this hard work and
whether it be the ..football team time should not go without its
or hockey team or track team. own cheering section.
What attracts the average
Steve Hunter - I tip my
reader more than a half-page beanie cap to you!
comic illustration? What other
Irene Helter
way is there which gives equal
time to sporting in general?
What better way is there to give
credit to players, trainers,
coaches, etc., without leaving
someone out? Hunter's sports
cartoons maintain their point
lead for showing sports fans the
As paying members of
lighter side of a "winner take all" WLUSU, my companions and I
situation. Coming up with fresh found it rather galling to dis-
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cover that the Turret now caters
to "private parties". We arrived
at the Turret Monday afternoon
to find the doors being painted
but open. Thus, we entered.
Upon arrival, we were informed
that the Turret was closed but,
amazingly enough, there happened to be five people present
and beer had been served. When
I commented on this injustice, I
was told that life was unfare. It
would seem to me that if the
Turret is closed, it should be
closed to the entire student
body. Why are som2 more pri·
vileged than others?
Laura Robertson
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by Dave Creek
Before the election of this
year's Board, I made a promise
to myself that I would give the
new Directors a chance to get to
know the ropes. Due to
circumstances
beyond
my
control, events at the emergency
meeting of the Board, on
Monday night, I have been
forced to break that holy vow.
The meeting was called
specifically to deal with a
request by the Tamiae Society
for the use of the Turret on
Wednesday, March 7. Tamiae
had already signed a contract
with an American folksinger to
perform on that night. The
Board had already turned down
a similar request by Tamiae, on
the grounds that Tamiae, on the
grounds that Tamiae was
intending to charge an admission
fee, and that the request had not
arrived within the time limit set
by WLUSU policy. Garnet
Pigden made a new offer to the
Board, dropping the admission
price. This coutlter-offer was the

topic of debate at the emergency
meeting.
The question that Tamiae
could hold its special event,
provided that the regularly
scheduled hockey game on the
Big Screen could be held also,
with the sound turned off, was
debated fully. The proposal by
Tamiae was accepted by a six to
five margin. Shortly after this
vote, the meeting broke up
without
being
officially
adjourned, although a motion to
adjourn and one other motion
were on the floor. At this point, I
told Randy Elliott, the Chairman
of the Board, that the vote was
ellegal, since some members of
the Board who should have
declared a conflict of interest,
did not do so.
After
discussing
the
possibility of a conflict existing,
it was decided to recall the
meeting, which was really
unnecessary since the meeting
had never officially ended, and
look at the question all over
again.
To add even more problems to
this already disastrous meeting,
some Directors had already left
the University. After much running around, and phone calls
galore, a quorum was achieved.
The Chairman told the Board
that, after a short talk with partpresident Mike Hadlow, he had
arrived at a solution. Elliott
stated that Hadlow had told him
that in similar situations last
year, the Chairman had usually

declared that no conflict existed.
For this reason, Elliott declared
that no conflict existed, and the
meeting once again broke up.
Several members of the Board
are also members of the Tamiae
Society. They are members of an
organization which stood to gain
or lose money as a direct result
of the vote in question. If this is
not a conflict of interest, then I
do not know what is.
I have two suggestions for Mr.
Elliott and the rest of the Board.
Learn your rules of order a little
better and avoid situations similar to Monday night, which was
a direct resnlt of a simple lack of
knowledge. Just because last
year's Board did not know what
the hell a rule of order was, (if we
can use Mike Hadlow's advice as
an example), do not set them up
as an example to emulate.
The request by Tamiae, and
the resultant fiasco, are relatively mild when one considers the
conflict of interst question. This
question in particuL'lr can only
cause embarrasment and loss of
face, but undeclared conflict of
interest can lead to far more
serious problems. Undeclared
conflicts, decisions made by the
Chairman, without a full understanding of the rules of order,
can lead to legal action against
all those involved, and the Corporation itself. Think about that,
Ladies a.td Gentlemen of the
Board, before you attempt to
make any more decisions during
your term of office.
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On March 19th and 21st, the Liaison Office will be
hosting high school students for our Business and
Arts and Science Campus days.
We hope that the spirit and feelings of Laurier
can be extended to those considering to attend next
fall. It certainly would be appreciated if you could
extend some aid and a big smile to some who will
certainly be asking questions. Thank you to all for
your anticipated cooperation.

~

to share my office with anyone
- it was all mine. And it was
great.
Some of you will scoff and say,
"Ha, easy come and easy go",
But until you've had and lost ar.
office, you can't begin to under~tand what a traumatic experience it is. I seriously doubt
that I am the only one who is
having these separation pains I'm sure that people like Mike
Hadlow, Jim Lye and Dave
Crapper are experiencing the
same emotions these days.
That office was my home away
from home - I practically lived
there the days that I was at
school. I did homework, ate and
even socialized with my friends
in that office. I never slept there
but my associate Mr. Cunningham tells me it is not the
most comfortable place to spend
the night. Then again, he never
had the couch.
I had a nice desk and chair, a

great couch and my own phone.
Certain jealous people told me it
wasn't fair that, on top of every·
thing, I should also have the best
view of all the offices. I tend to
agree with them. So you can see
why it was so difficult for me to
give up that old office of mine it was a part of my life.
Coupled with the loss of the office is an identity crisis. Who am
I now? With the loss of the title
'Pres' came the loss of what little
status I did have at this university. I am just another student
now - and that is what takes
the most getting used to. Ask
any ex-President, they'll tell you.
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Question of the Week
by Carl Friesen

What is the ultimate purpose of human
existence?

Dave Scheffel

1st year Honours Arts
I don't think that life has a
purpose. It's better if one can
help others, but that's not the
main purpose, nor is enjoyment
or hedonism. Life is really more
of a biological thing - it just
happens.

HereandNow
by Loretta Heimann
Have any of you ever had to
give up something that was near
and dear to your heart?
Oh sure, we all had to give up
our little red tricycle when we
received our first two-wheeler.
And there also came a time when
our mothers refused to let us
wear our favourite pair of
'broken in' jeans anymore. Very
trying times.
But what I am referring to is
something far more personal and
intimate. Something that is so
much a part of you and your life
that it hurts like hell when you
have to give it up and leaves you
homeless once it's gone.
You see, last week I had to
give up my office in the Student
Union Building. Because I was
President of Student Publications, I was one of the fortunate people who had an office.
And I was luckier than most of
fice holders in that I didn't have

~

c

Joe Veit

1st year Honours History
Ideally, mankind's ultimate
purpose on the earth is to strive
to live in peaceful harmony.
Realistically, it is for each man
to be able to justify to himself
his own existance.

Sue Davis

I knew all along that the day
would come when my office and I
would have to go our separate
ways. But I honestly didn't
think it was going to be so hard.
I only hope that Ian loves and
appreciates that offices as much
as I did.

3rd year Honours French and
English
I believe that we're here to
glorify God. One does that by
living in a dynamic personal
relationship with God as Creator, Savior and Lord, loving God
and loving those around us.

Canadian economy-seeing the light
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by Mitch Rowe
A young boy stood on his front
lawn vainly endeavouring to sel
the contents of his basket, a litter of puppies.
"Just hatched," the aspiring
salesman shouted to passers-by.
"Get your Liberal puppies here."
A week later, the same boy
was again on his front lawn with
the armful of screaming pups.
"Buy your Liberal puppies
here!" he extolled.
Still another week passed and
the youngster again appeared on
his lawn.
"Get your Conservative pup·
pies here. They're going fast."
An amused neighbour strolled
over to the young salesman with
an inquisitive look on his face.
"I've been watching you every
Saturday standing out here on
your lawn trying to sell those
puppies. You seem to be quite a
little salesman, but why is it for
the last two weeks you called

them Liberal puppies, while this
week you're calling them Conservative puppies? Why's that?"
"Well sir," the youngster
replied, "this week they opened
their eyes."
This
celebrated
anecdote
vividly depicts the somewhat
blind path that the Liberal
government, under Mr. Trudeau,
has led, or rather misled, this
country for the past ten years.
Slowly, but surely, the Canadian
economic
situation
has
deteriorated to the point where
the beer store presently allows a
17% premium on all U.S. funds
- that means my Canadian
dollar is worth a whopping 83
cents in the good old' U.S. of A.
I'm sure many of you who spent
Reading Week in Florida are by
now well aware of the alarming
discrepancy between these two
North American currencies.
Try buying a bag of groceries
for under ten bucks. Good luck.

Our Prime Minister may have
finally drifted his unsteady
political craft into the swirling
whirlpool of a dissatisfied electorate. This watery grave should
swallow Mr. Trudeau and his
party, digest his ill-contrived
politics, and resurface to refuge
in the far, innocuous reaches of
the opposition benches of the
House of Commons. This, of
course, cannot happen until Mr.
Trudeau, never a man to rush in·
to anything, halts his procrastination and calls a spring election. This campaign will be the
Prime Minister's toughest challenge. The less than dynamic opposition of Joe Clark and Ed
Broadbent probably will not
hurt Mr. Trudeau, but his past
political record should prove his
downfall.
Prominent
journalists,
Douglas Fischer among others,
have perceptively labelled Mr.
continued on page 7

Debi Prevett

1st year Honours Arts
I like to enjoy life now. We
should keep future generations
in mind- preserve the world for
them. Individuals don't really
have a purpose in life; it's mankind, not so much the person,
that matters.

Valerie Spohn

3rd year English
Jesus is my hero and I want
his place. I live to experience all
facets of life because I know that
ultimately fulfillment and selfrealization can be reached. I'm
naturally drawn along a hedonistic path but it's just another
form of experience not to be had
at the expense of others.
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Shere Hite: a call for understanding female sexuality
by Judith Turner
Shere Rite, author of the Hite
Report, a study of female
sexuality, talked about her re·
search and fielded questions
from the audience at the Humanities Theatre at U of Won Thursday, February 15. Rite spent five
years and incurred a $35,000
debt to work on a project that
would allow women to speak out
and define their own sexuality.
Feeling that male doctors and
male sex "experts" have "cultural blinders" which keep them
from completely understanding
a woman's sexual needs, Shere
Rite distributed a nation wide
(U.S.A.) survey to permit
women to reveal how they really
feel about sex. What the women
had to say in their replies is
enough to revolutionize the entire male-dominated arena of
sexual activity.
The most important finding of
the Hite Report is that most
women achieve orgasm through
clitoral stimulation rather than
through coitus. Because the clitoris is not usually stimulated at
all in the act of intercourse many
women do not climax at all in coitus.
Rite feels that a great injustice

to women has been done by relegating manual or oral stimulation of the clitoris to the area
of "foreplay". The term denotes
that the activities it involves are
not as important as actual sexual intercourse and relegating
clitoral stimulation to this
position implies that once intercourse has begun the clitoris can
be ignored.
The Hite Report also finds, not
surprisingly, that orgasm is very
important to women. Women
want to have some emotional
feeling for their partner and not
just a "genital rendezvous". A
man who is sensitive to the
woman's desire to climax and is
aware of how she reaches orgasm
will help make the sexual experience exciting and fulfilling for
them both.
The myth of the female frequently being unable to climax
was proven to be exactly that a myth - by the Hite Report.
Ninety-five percent of the 3,019
respondants to the survey said
they had no problem climaxing
by manual clitoral stimulation so
the problem is not that women
cannot have an orgasm but that
society has a problem accepting
how they have it.

Shere Rite shared the bill that
night with Robin Tyler, a vi·
brant, dynamic feminist comic.
Her humour is forceful, abrasive,
unsettling and very, very funny.
Robin Tyler attacks sexism
and racism with fiery intensity.
"Boss, why am I earning 41%
less than Mr. Jones even though
I do the same job he does? J3e.
cause Mr. Jones can stand up to
pee·
"I'd love to be a television net·
work executive. You know the
first thing I'd do? I'd ban all
commercials that make women
look like imbeciles. That would
leave 24 hours of uninterrupted
progranuning."
She stabs anti-homosexual and
'inti-abortion reactionaries in the
back with absolute fiendish delight.
"Anita Bryant is to Chris·
tianity what paint by number is
to art."
''Those Right to Life-ers. If
you don't agree with them they'll
kill you."
Robin Tyler's message in her
act is very clear. She lusts after a
world where people can honestly
accept and love one another as
human beings, regardless of
their sex, colour, race, religion or
sexual orientation.
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Fridays can still be avoided
PIC BY FRIESEN

Shere Hlte conducted 1 survey to find out what womon really leet obout sex

by Karen Kehn
With the new hour and half
time slots in the course timetable
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, students will be able to get all their
courses scheduled in the same

Take advantage

of your youth

slot all week.
pm on Mondays and Wednes·
Dr. Weir, Vice-president, Aca· days, the periods are one and a
demic said the new timetable half hours long. This enables the
should lead to fewer conflicts student to schedule classes late
and thus students won't h&.ve to in the afternoon on Mondays and
give up certain options.
Wednesdays and avoid late af·
With two classes of one and a ternoon class on Fridays.
half hours, Weir said professors
Laurier differs from other
will lose less time summarizing schools with its use of Fridays.
previous lessons, and students Because students find late Fri·
will have more time to study.
day afternoon classes unattrac·
Dr. Barry Kay, Chairman of tive, few courses will be sched·
the Arts P.nd Science Deans Ad- uled in slot 15 which extends
visory Committee on Time- from 2:30 to 5:30 on Fridays.
t 1bling, said the University of There will be guest lectures
Windsor and the University of given at this time.
Saskatchewan use this schedKay said Friday afterroons
uling system as well.
will be a time when faculty memOn Mondays, Wednesdays, bers will be free to do committee
and Fridays, the time slots are i work or attend departmental
one hour in length. After 2: 30 meetings.
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Over Reading Week, a ramp
was built in the link between the
Central Teaching Building and
the Mezzanine to allow students
in wheelchairs to use that part of
the university.
During the summer, two ramps had been built; one in the hall
extending off the Concourse
toward the mailroom and the
other in the hall which leads to
Room lEI.
Wes Robinson, Director of
Physical Plant and Planning,

said the most recently construe·
ted ramp cost about $1700. For
an additional $800, an epoxy
finish will be applied on all three
ramps. This hard surface will not
deteriorate anrl it will be non·
skid.
Robinson said the Frank C
Peters Professional Building will
be fully equipped for the handi·
capped. An elevator in the ne11
building will allow easier access
to the second aTJ.d third floors of
the Arts Building.
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RL station manager selects new executive
Manager in charge of special keys ' play lists for the regulation
bv Kathv Connor
The new Radio Laurier exe· programs , taped interviews and amount of Canadian content.
cutive staff has been selecte by other technical aspects. The The new Record Librarian, Steve
the new Station :\tanager, Kris Sports Director is Howard Der Bang, has ~he job of filing recor·
Ulmanis. Eight of the nine pos· Stepanin. Sports Director is a d s and maintaining the condition
newly created position and will of jackets and discs.
itions have been filled .
"
Dave Brown, new Business
The Program Director is Ted involve keeping informed of cam·
:\lus grove. His j ob is to roor· pus and outside sporting events. .Manager, will prepare the bud·
d ina te and supervise the day to 'leal Cutcher is Music Director get and supervise station expen·
dav activities of the station. Ted in charge of previewing albums ditures. SAM Board Director
.Judge
is
the
Production and double-checking the di sc joe· John Dixon will be in charge of
the portable disc jockey unit
which plays for the Turret and
residence parties.
The position of News Director
is still vacant. Ulmanis and Mus·
grove are currently doing tha~
job. Ulmanis feels that someallowed to serve on the Council.
by Michael Brajac
body with an interest in politics
The powers of the D.A.C. are would do well in this position.
The Dean's Advisory Council
is an appointed group of seven quite broad in nature. The Coun·
Most of the new executive are
WLU students whose purpose is cil has the power to levy fines, first year students. According to
to deal with disciplinary matters withdraw pub privileges, and to Ulmanis, RL is "building for the
recommend suspension from the future" by inducting an ex·
on campus.
A person who is charged with a University.
ecutive staff which will be at the
When the D.A.C. is not university for two or three more
non-academic offence on campus
has a choice of having his case hearing cases, personnel from years. Each of the new officers
heard by the D .A .C, or by Dean the University are invited in to chosen by Ulmanis had his own
~ichols , the Dean of Students. A give a brief talk with a question radio show this year. Kris him·
decision by D .A.C. is binding on and answer period. This is an ex· self was News Director last year.
the Dean of Students. However, cellent opportunity to find out
One change which RL hopes to
the decision reached by the coun· what is going on in the admin· implement for next year includes
istratin of WLU.
cil must be unanimous.
improving the News Dept. by
Students who wish more infor·
The D.A.C. may also be called
upon to mediate in election dis· mation are invited to attend an
agreements and remuneration informal session conducted by
the current council on March 13,
disputes for WLUSU.
:\!embers of the D .A.C. are at 11 :30 a.m. in Willison Lounge
chosen for their impartiality . As in the Turret. Application forms
a result, no member of the Coun· may be picked up in Dean
cil mav be involved with 1\:ichol 's office in the student
WLUSU in the capacity of a dir· union building. The deadline for
ector or officer. Dons are also not applications is March 16.

gleaning more news from the
campus and airing it in a daily re·
port. Ulmanis expressed the
wish to increase the RL audience
by being able to feature out-of·
town athletic contests. He would
also like to obtain sponsorship
from businesses by mentioning
the sponsor's name on the air
during a game. Radio Laurier

f.'ttr

Enforcing the rules

Canadian economy continued from page 5
Trudeau
as
an extremely
"adroit" politician, a politician
that somehow possesses the un·
canny ability to turn liabilities to;
assets, a gift that has served him 1
well this past decade. To allow I
Mr. Trudeau the satisfaction of a
successful fourth election, and
consequently a niche in Canadian
history, will also allow for the
continued ravage that his merry
government of madmen has
enacted upon this now poorer .
nation of 23 million.
Hopefully, it is not only the :
puppies "that have opened their ·
eyes.

·ould afford to broadcast away
games by means of this minimal
amount of advertising.
An increased record library
and the purchase of new SAM
Board equipment are projected
for the new year. The new exec·
utive begin their year on Mar .
15.
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Just this once, taste Bacardi rum
before you add anything. It's a
beautiful way to see why Bacardi goes so well
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Students present proposals; Weir defends selection
by Jim Emptage, Rick Gangnier,
Maxine Shrouder, Mike Manninen, Sammy Lee, Yvonne
Quesnel, Paul Monaghan
There are presently about
24000 foreign students in Canada. This year's enrollment includes 1644 at the University ofWaterloo, and 200 at Wilfrid
Laurier University. In April
1977 the Ontario government,
feeling that there was justice in
asking these non-taxpayers to
pay more for their education, implemented a differential fee
structure. This has left the
foreign students paying very
nearly double the standard
tuition.
We (a Wilfrid Laurier sociology research group) feel that this
differential fee structure was an
uninformed act, to the extent
that the government, and the
people were not aware of the
overall cost-benefit picture of
foreign students in Canada.
Foreign students benefit Canadians by their very presence in
the school system, which allows
Canadians direct, living contact
with other parts of the world.
The world is more and more becoming a tightly inter-connected
"global village", and the people
of the world, including Canadians, will need to develop a
"global awareness" in order to
understand our place in the
world. If we the people are not
aware of the situation in other
countries, how can we advise our
government, through the democratic process, how to act with
regard to Foreign Affairs issues?
Along with this educational
benefit, there is a political one.
Many of the people who leave
third world countries to study

abroad return to their countries
to fill positions of political and
economic authority. The fair and
respectful treatment of foreign
students, who are returning
home, can do nothing but improve Canada's image in the eyes
of those countries. However, a
cold and seemingly unjust treatment of foreign students could
have the opposite effect. Differential fees tend to generate a
negative feeling of separation
and isolation in the foreign
student, expecially with those
from poorer countries. Canada
has a unique role in world politics, in that we have a fairly
neutral image and that our two
national languages are also the
most internationally used languages in the world. In these
ways we are perhaps ideally
suited to offer mutually beneficial international education. It
should be noted here that only
the U.S. and the U.K. charge differential fees to Canadians
studying abroad. It is also worth
noting that there are approximately 11000 Canadian students studying outside of Canada. In one way of calculating
"net cost" to Canada, you could
subtract what other countries
spend on educating Canadians
with what we spend on foreign
students in Canada.
There are a few more possibilities that must be looked into
more deeply, before a sound long
range decision on foreign students in Canada can be adopted.
First, with declining enrollment,
we could look at the market
value of selling available space to
countries who can afford it, for
example the oil rich states. Also
the local economic stimulation

that foreign students give to
those service industries centered
around universities, such as food
and housing, should be taken into account.
This group also feels that the
Department of External Affairs
should take a more active role in
the foreign student question.

nflms

Currently the main influence is
the Department of Manpower
and Immigration. Only 19.2
million dollars is needed to eliminate differential fees for foreign
students, it is worth noting that
Canada's foreign aict budg~~ i.!;
approximately 903 million. As a
fvrm of foreign aid, allowing
foreign students to study in
Canada has a positive economic
side effect. That is because the
foreign aid money would be
spent in Canada on Canadian
goods and services. This fact

should attract the support of
Canadian business men, especially communication and service industries; for they have the
closest contact with the student
population. Agreeing that education is a resource to be
shared, it should be noted that
the Club of Rome, July 1978
report, stated that the developed
nations have nearly 99% of the
research institutes.
If the tax payers and the
government decide, after reviewing Canada's ability to subsidize foreign students, and the
aforementioned costs and benefits, that there must be a restriction in numbers, we suggest that
there is a better way than imposing financially restrictive
measures such as differential
fees. We suggest that a total, affordable number is decided upon,
and that all foreign students, once accepted into the country, are
treated equal to Canadian students. In this way those students studying in Canada would
not be subjected to the negative
sentiments caused by differential treatment, and would
carry a better report of Canada
back home with them. Working
with this "total number" model,
we could assign each country a
percentage of available space according to their needs, and thus
be of more aid to developing
nations. Financially restrictive
measures, such as higher tuition,
tend to cut off the most needy
students, and countries.
This group asks for a more indepth look at foreign students in
Canada, and the overall value of
international education. Differential fees project a negative
image without saving taxpayers

a meaningful amount of money,
and as such we ask for the removal of this higher tuition poli::y for foreign students. We hope
the debate will continue with a
more long range, open minded
orientation.
Remembering that it would
cost 19.2 million dollars to
remove the higher tuition for
foreign students, it is worth
noting that the Financial Post
Magazine, Sept. 1978, stated
that Canadians spend 200
million dollars a year on dog
food. Think about it.

continued from page 2
the advantages of a large university in the environment they
prefer.
The fact that most faculty
members' children come to WLU
is possibly an indication that not
only are others becoming aware
of the advantages WLU has to
offer, but those who work here,
who probably are most aware of
WLU's standing in comparison
with other universities, are convinced that WLU has a lot to offer.
Tayler said that new staff and
faculty members are advised to
remember that WLU is a small,
intimate campus, and that there
is usually a camaraderie between
faculty, students and staff.
Ben Wilson, the assistant
deputy minister of education,
recently spent a day on the campus of WLU. In a recent letter to
Tayler, he commented on the
noticeable spirit on the campus.

Pot: NORML celebrates
OTIAWA (CUP) - Federal
legislation to decriminalize possession of marijuana is expected
by March and groups which have
been pushing for it are already
celebrating.
A victory party was held by
the National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML) in the Civic Centre
Tuesday night. President Andy
Rapoch said the party was held
to celebrate the imminent introduction of legislation eliminating
penalties for possession of marijuana for personal use.
The first week of February,
federal Liberal, Conservative
and New Democratic Party
spokesmen expressed willingness to grant speedy passage to
legislation abolishing jail sentences and criminal records for
those charged with simple possession of hashish and mari-

juana.
NORML is monitoring upcoming government legislation
to make sure it's fair.
Under Section 3( 1) of the Narcotics Control Act (NCA), a person found in possession of a
small amount of the drug can
face a $1,000 fine and/or six
mc~ths imprisonment for a first
offence.
Quoting 1977 statistics by
Health and Welfare Canada,
Rapoch said 35,000 people were
charged with simple posession an average of 160 a day.
Rapoch said it's not the
"mechanics" of passing the bill
which is causing a delay, since
there is all-party agreement.
He said NORML has 1,500
members across Canada and is a
volunteer organization. He said
80 percent of its members are
between 25 and 35 years old.

SHANTZ

FAMILY RESTAURANT INC.

SUPPER SPECIAL
Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays Only

Buy One
Get One
Porky
Burger .99
WI1H THIS COUPON

FREE

Offer Good any Mon., Tues., or
Wednesday Evening after 4 p.m.
Expires March 21, 1979
Sun. to Thurs. 9 - 9
Fri. & Sat. 9- 11

210 King St. N. at University Ave.
Waterloo, Ont. - Phone 885-3080
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Prof gets
all A's
(ZNS-CUP) - An East Tennessee State University professor is suing the university because he claims he was unjustly
fired.
Mathematics Professor Doctor
John Kinlock says that even
though he enrolled in his own
classes and gave himself A's,
that's no reason for university
officials to get mad and fire him.
The professor says he only
started enrolling in his own classes because he feared his math
courses would be cancelled
because there were too few students signing up.
Kinlock says that as for giving
himself top grades, all his students received A'~ and since he
already has a doctorate there's
no way he could have benefitted.

~

Computer sets exams
When the computer arranges
the examination schedule, there
are no conflicts. Not bad, eh?
But what about the time conflict? Finding out in March when
you will be able to begin your
summer job.
Well, Dr. Weir, Vice-President,
Academic, said the exam schedule can't be fixed until registrations are firm. All additions
and deletions must be completed
in order to have a firm class list
for each course. Because the last
day for dropping courses was
February 15 - and this is sometimes extended - the process
could not be started until after
this time.
Then there was reading Week.
The exam schedule came out on
Friday, March 2nd. Working out

the schedule is a lot of work, Jim
Wilgar, Registrar, stated. All
class lists must be fed into the
computer. All possible circumstances are considered in order
to eliminate conflicts and decrease the amount of consecutive
exams.
Wilgar said that the university
must cooperate on the principle
that the last day of exams is tbe
last day of the school year. If a
student planned to begin work
on the last day of exams and he
had an exam scheduled then, be
would most likely have to change
his working plans.
The advantage of this method,
Dr. Weir explained, is that tbe
students at WLU no longer haw
to consider exam conflicts wt.
they pick their courses.

T~
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Two out of three:operas performed at WL U
.,. ...

In 1918 the Metropolitan
Opera did the first performance
of II Trittico, a group of three
one act operas, by Puccini. This
past Friday and Saturday, K-W
heard two out of the three, Suor
Angelica, and Gianni Schicchi,
performed by the Faculty of
Music
at
the
TheatreAuditorium.
Fully staged, and accompanied
by the K-W Symphony, this proudction proved to be this year's
highlight of musical experience
for students in the Faculty's
Opera Workshop department. It
is a real treat for any young singer to perform with an orchestra,
not to mention the privilege of
working with someone as knowledgable and experienced as Raffi Armenian. Any rough spots or
uncertainty on the part of the
singers was quickly smoothed
over by the conductor's skill.
The staging, by Phillip May,
was for the most part a great
success, particularly in Gianni
Schicchi. Mr. May's ability to
use people without much theatre
experience to the best advantage
gave a sense of security and pro-

fessionalism to the evenings performances.
However, I thought the
lighting left a lot to be desired.
Suor Angelica suffered greatly
from a multi-coloured shadow affeet reminiscent of a poorly done
paint-by-number set. Most of the
dramatic ending aria was performed in near total darkness.
Schicchi proved a bit better.
As for singing, all are to be
commended. For some performers it was the first taste of a
'real' opera production. For
others something to add to a
growing list of achievements.
Suor Angelica was performed in
Italian, and Schicchi in English
- both sounded Hawiian. Irene
Seyarto in the title role of Sister
Angelica gave, at times, a
moving performance, supported
by the dramatic and vocal
security of Susan Peglera as the
Princess. Outstanding in a
generally well performed Schicchi was the Friday night performance of Suzanne Gari as
Lauretta, who gave the weekend
I its only unforced lyric singing.

ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES
flYING DISC .
CHAMPIONSHIPS

at
BROCK UNIVERSITY
MARCH 10 &11
GUTS
FREESTYLE
CANADIAH UlTIMATE

Onb~~nllm~ and umvers1t1es eh21ble Teams or

"Gianni Schicci," Saturday Night.
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"Gianni Schicci," Friday night
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Please apply in writing to Station Manager
2ndjloor WLUSU Building
Applications close Friday, March 16, 1979
4:00p.m.
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Maureen Forrester:·
music of the best
\

PIC BY FRIESEN

Maureen Forrester with Raffi Armenian conducting.

Chicopee Ski Club
Open to the public for night skiing

r

~

Come out and enjoy some great spring
skiing and join in the Apres Ski fun.
Monday thru Saturday
/ 6 p.m. -10 p.m.

Lift tickets 5.00
Ski rentals 3.00

by Carl Friesen
WLU music students had a
unique chance to participate
with some professional mu·
sicians on February 17 in the
Humanities Theatre. This was
also a good chance for people in
the area to hear a very fine musi·
cal presentation, which featured
Maureen Forrester, the K·W
Symphony Orchestra, and var·
ious singing groups, including
the Laurier Singers.
Canadian-born Forrester is a
mezzo-soprano singer with the
New York Metropolitan Opera.
She has sung in the K-W area occasionally and holds an honorary
doctorate from WLU.
Michael Kurek, a music
student at Laurier, said he was
particularly impressed that her
low soprano voice can also sing
high notes pianissamo. Forrester
conveyed emotional content
superbly, and showed and ex·
cellent command of German
during her singing.

The accompanying K-W -~- .-~
phony Orchestra, conciucted ........,;.;· • ·Raffi Armenian, did
fine job, despite some tr'Oillllll(;m.•
with tuning in the string
Although they did not
a single unit, singers from
ier added to the choir, whicha.
included members of the K·W
Philharmonic Choir. The
male chorus provided by
group added greatly to Forni>
ter's numbers.
Michael Kurek said that
was very impressed with
ter's attitude, especially
rehearsals. She really
working with students,
very giving kind of person,
in her performances and her
terraction with other
Laurier's singers found it
cellent experience working
1 the orchestra, as well as
' with Armenian.
' It is rare to find such
quality in a small city like
loo.
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Lyric: 124 Yz King West, Kit· Fairview: Near Fairview
chener. Love Bug. Shows at 7:00 ping Mall. Wilderness
and 9:00. GENERAL.
Part 2. GENERAL.
Capital 1: 90 King St. West,
Ktichener. Lord of the Rings.
Shows at 7 and 9:30. ADULT
ENTERTAINMENT.
Capital II: Every Which Way
But Loose. 7:00 and 9:00. cree.
ADULT.
, 7:00 and 9:20. GENERAL.
The Cinema: 161 King East.
The Warriors. 7:00 and 9:00.
ADULT.

For more information call

742-5844

THE COMMISSIONER OF
UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS
INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR THE
FOLLOWING POSITIONS
1. Research Co-ordinator
2. Central Resource Librarian
3. Ancillary Enterprises Researcher
4. Senate Researcher
5. Information Co-ordinator
6. Manual Programs Co-ordinator __.
7. Director of Legal Aid
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A description of the positions can be obtained from the
secretary in the WLUSU Office. Applications must be given
in writing to the WLUSU secretary by Friday, March 16, 1979
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by Susan Ford
For those of you who ate the
usual hum drum food of the
Dining Hall, the Torque Room,
or home on February 27th, let me
tell you something: you missed a
great feast. This was the night of
the Mediaeval Banquet. There
was not only a unique variety of
interesting food, but also an unusual atmosphere like that enjoyed by our ancestors of nine
hundred years ago.
The fifty-five of us who went
cautiously stood outside the
Banquet Hall, commonly known
as the Mezzanine, wondering
what experiences awaited us.
About fifteen people arrived
fully costumed in the traditional
bloomers and long dresses.
Upon entering the Banquet
Hall we were served a honey
wine called "mead " . While we
were waiting for the guest of
honour to sit down, we heard
many
fanfares
played on
mediaeval recorders, lutes, truropets, and various percussion instruments which, traditionally
announced that the feast would
soon start. This year, the guest
of honour was the Dean of
Graduate Studies, Dr. John
Leyerle from the University of
Toronto.

The feast consisted of nine entrees divided into three courses.
The most interesting of these en·
trees were Spinage Cake, Garbage of Capons (chicken livers),
Blank-Mang (rice), Aquapatys
(boiled garlic), and Chireseye
with Creme Bastard. All of these
dishes were eaten with our
fingers from bread plates. The
rice was interesting to eat with
our fingers! The Aquapatys, I
was told, let their presence be
known for a couple of days. The
Chireseye with Creme Bastard is
not as obscene as it sounds; it is
just a sweet cherry cake with a
white custard sauce. The dinner
was ended with a hot, spice wine
called "Ypocras".
Entertainment by the instrumentalists and minstrels of
voice from our Music Faculty
followed the meal. Many of the
guests
attempted
to
do
mediaeval dances which are
quite different than their modern
counterparts. These dances re·
semble a game of "Simon Says "
put to music.
I would like to thank the organizers of this banquet. Special
thanks go to Doctor Scully, the
principal organizer.
Hope to see you all there next
· year!
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A magnificent year ' ro und " iltkrnc"~ ~entre
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imported Heincken.
Whether you buy it by the bottle, the

six-pac~

or the case, you're assured of good taste.

Please send me your 34
page 1979 calenda r of O \ er
80 outdoor programs.
N ame

Next time, pick up some smooth, refreshing,

And isn't that what B.Y.O.H. is all about?

- -- -- - -- - -----=!Qo;JtL!l

It's all a 111atter of taste.

Address----------___;~_,

f o:
STRATHCO~A
80:\ 2160. Campbell Rher,

Represented in Canada by S8it\sbuf'Y Limited.

... _------·--------·
\'9W SC9

n.c

Prov

P 0 . Code _ _ __ __ _

IMPORTED HEINEKEN - AVAILABLE AT UOUOR STORES.
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Valdy: changin's better than dying'

Valdy-taking the folkies with him.

by Mike Lanigan
and Gerry Huddleston
The Lyric Theatre was filled to
capacity last Thursday night,
and the crowd waited restlessly
for what some feared might be a
changed Valdy. He walked on
stage about fifteen minutes late
and started into a melloweddown version of "Country Man".
The crowd relaxed - this was
the same Valdy we had seen

PIC BY LANIGAN

many times since 1970, when he
started touring. He holds a compassionate unity with the
audience that is rarely seen with
other concert performers today.
Nearing the end of the first
song he encouraged some audience participation, upped t he beat,
and on came the band - an
energetic group of very talented
performers. Two band members
in particular are no strangers to

Valdy's music: Claire Lawrence,
on sax and flute, and Geoff Eyre,
on drums and percussion, were
part
of
the
now-defunct
Hometown Band. The vigorous
electric guitarist, Harris Van
Berkel, added greatly to the excitement on stage. Backup was
also provided by a bassist and
Graham Coleman on the keyboards. The band was never
overbearing and never took
away from that "Valdy" intimacy.
To ~ay the least we were impressed. For the die-hard folkies
the new album style raised some
apprehensions. Tne band added
only sophistication to Valdy's
style and musical abilities.
The songs varied from an old
Woody Gutherie classic, "Buffalo Skinners", to a bluegrass
favourite, "Momma Don't ... ",
(featuring all the band members
in solo) and, of course, the Valdy
greats like "Rock and Roll song"
and "Simple Life". He showed
great diversity but never at the
expense of quality.
Throughout the many tours
Valdy has been on across Canada
over the years, this performance
ranked among the best of them.
The new style Valdy has brought
fort h on his latest album, "Hot
Rocks", was appreciated by all.
Before the concert some had
asked themselves "why the
change?". The reason for the new
style is illustrated by the final
verse in his new song "Everything Keeps on Changing". The
verse goes like this: "The blues
you get from not being used/and
you can't let things go stale
cause
you
just
quit
tryin'/changin'
sure
beats
dyin'." We would have to agree
wit h Valdy that "changin' sure

beats dyin'."
To end the night, Valdy and
his band played an old original
from Landscapes called "Gypsy
Ways''. They left the stage to a
thunderous standing ovation
form the audience. The ovation
continued and Valdy reappeared
for the encore, alone, and fin-

ished with "Chocolate Goodnight", one of his latest
creati(lns, still reflecting the old·
style Valdy.
All in all, the sceptics were
silenced by this magnificent performance. Bravo, Valdemar Horsdal, Bravo!
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Applications are now being accepted
for the following positions:
Business Manager
Cord Editor
Assistant Business Manager News Editor
Advertising Manager
Entertainment Editor
Photo Manager
Sports Editor
Marketing Services
CUP Editor
Looton Manager
Photo Technician
Handbook Editor
Production Manager
Directory Editor
Circulation Filing
Calendar Editor
All applicants must apply in writing to the
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President of Student Publications
(2nd Floor SUB)
Deadline for applications is Tuesday, March 13, 1979
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For those of you u·ho read last
week's coqn, the Poetry and
Literature section is a new
column dedicated to the studen~s
of Wilfrid Laurier that dabble tn
creative writing. This is a space
for young u·riters to express their
thoughts and emotions in the
medium of their choice. Everyone that enjoys u·riting, whether
it is poetry, a short story, or a
creative comment, is u·elcome to
submit their zrork to the CORD
office for future publication. The
, duration of this column dzrectly
depends on this response. Thus,
it is our hope that this section
1l'ill provide enjoyment for the
reader and a mPans of public expression for the u.·ritings of our
universitv's creative talent.
D.L. Phippard

Poetry & Literary
Corner
...
"After Death"
is an Art Gallery

Who had been strong and stable.
Theit lives are deeply etched in
their faces.
And others are paintings.
With lives colourfully touched
by exciting strokes.
Some were originals of great
value
Or reproductions treasured only
for their beauty.
But enter we must to remain
behind the doors of Death' s
Art Gallery.
D.L. Phippard

We walk at different paces
through our years,
Edging nearer to the 'closing
time oflife'.
Some a~e abruptly at the
threshold
And are frustrated with their
destiny,
Doomed to b~ forever incomplete.
Others have travelled great distances
And are content waiting patiently,
Finished masterpieces that will sometping's wrong with
endure eternity.
canadians
They glide effortlessly through
·neath's gallery doors·.
seems like something's wrong
Many are sculptures of plaster, with canadians
marble and wood,
today

Thanks to the recent discovery and
development of new natural gas reserves,
Canada's industrial and domestic energy
requirements are now well assured for the
foreseeable future. In fact. natural gas is on its
way to becoming the number one fuel of
Canada's continued economic growth.
This is not only good news for our growing
natural gas industry, it is good news for all
Canadians.
Instead of an energy problem, we are
faced with an energy opportunity!

From energy problem to energy
opportunity:
The abundance of this clean, high-energy
fuel is a powerful reason to re-assess your
ways of using energy. Consider the security of
supply. Today and tomorrow Consider your
energy costs. Today and tomorrow Consider
environmental standards. Today and
tomorrow
Because it is Canadian, right from
the wellhead to the user, because it is

~~

it seems like
they don't eat enough gravity
and put enough universe
in their government approved
diets
it seems like
something's wrong
unknown

The Salvatore
Martirano Concert
u:ith John Martirano, Christian
and Bruce Gremo (WLU)
Techno-electronic balloons
lift your mind aloft,
the burst!
but you float on ...
long forms
soft forms

plentiful. economical and clean, natural
gas is clearly the energy source you should
consider.
The supply inventory is right. The price is
right. And the time is right.

Every Canadian beMfits from the
progress of the natural gas industry:
One obvious benefit of a home-grown
energy supply is that we don't have to buy it
from abroad. Canadian natural gas production and exports also help improve our
international balance of payments.
Canada's industrial as well as domestic
users of natural gas enjoy the unique
advantage of being in a surplus supply
situation in energy. No other type of energy
offers this tremendous advantage today.
Currently, natural gas prices and
pricing structures are generally competitive
with other forms of energy.

flat forms
platforms
to fly from ...
as you are,
then as you aren't.
angel trumpet and devil trombones,
off to the stars ages from home.
flexing and stretching the electronic, am.
opens your mind like a giant tin
can,
and pours it out into a cosmic
pan
to be fried;
with images for oil,
and thoughts to boil,
things are hot, then they're not,
it all comes around
and you're back down
in your chair.
by Jim Emptage

How can,_ work together to make the
most of a good thing?
On our part, we at TransCanada Pipelines
are developing new transmission routes and
transportation systems to bring the benefits of
natural gas to new communities. A major
pipeline extension to Eastern Quebec and
appropriate transportation systems to serve
the Atlantic Provinces are in the planning
stages.
All these investments are a clear
reflection of the fact that, thanks to Canada's
growing reserves and its superior distribution
system. natural gas is ready to fuel Canada's
growth into the 21st century. The natural gas
opportunity has never been better.

You can plan, build, invest and live with

new assurance:
You can be assured of a long-term security
of supply. And the more ways you use
natural gas, the greater is the industry's
incentive to develop new reserves, new
technology and better systems.
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Audio: the choice is yours-quality or price
Every sound system you will
ever hear, no matter where it is,
will always have something in
common with every other system.
That is the fact that they all must
have a sound source of some sort.
In the theatre it is the sound
stripe on the film. In a restaurant
it is a tape machine or a radio
signal of some sort. In your home

it can be one of many things anct
it is this subject on which we will
briefly dwell.
To achieve the best sound from
a home system one must try to
find the best sound source
possible. It is a simple fact that
no matter how excellent your
system is it cannot improve upon
the basic sound which is fed into

t. In other words the sound you
isten to will only be as good as
he source from which you take it.
For those of us who like to sit
down and listen to the best sound
we can from the stereo sets we
own, the best choice of sound
source is the turntable and
records. No matter what we
spend on tapes and tuners the

>ound which we get will not be up
to the quality which we can
receive from discs. This statement must be qualified by saying
:hat one must optimally match
his turntable, toneann and
cartridge to the rest of his system
to truly realize the improved
sound that can be achieved. This
does not mean that tile turntable-record combination does
not have its drawbacks. It is
definitely not as convenient as
.>orne of the other formats
available on the market today.
For those of us who prefer to
use our systems as a fill-in or
background type of unit the use
of tape machines and tuners is
probably more preferable. This
allows for a more continuous flow
of sound while other activities are
being carried on. The tape format
allows a little more versatility in
the fact that it allows one to make
up tapes which incorporate the
particular kind of material most
frequently required, but it also
means that one must have access
to some other source to make the
tapes in the first place. The tuner
format is probably the least

expensive of the sound sources
available although one can spend
vast quantities of money on
tuners. A tuner offers a continuous flow of music over which the
listener has a limited amount of
control as to the material be
wants to listen to.
Within each of these forma&
areas there are wide ranges in
quality of the differing products.
When one considers that one can
pay as little as forty dollars for 1
record player or as much as two
thousand dollars for a turntabletonearm-cartridge combination
one can easily see where vast differences in quality could occur.
When you stop to realize the&
even wider gaps are present
throughout the other formats
available it becomes obvious the&
the differences in the resulting
sound can be staggering.
One must determine just which
format best suits the requirements of the system. Once this is
done all that remains is to find at
what point within the quality
range both ear and wallet are
happy.
See you next week.

Ortofon Moving Coil Pick-Up Cartridges.
Ortofon's products include three moving coil pick-up
cartridges. We believe that these products make an
important contribution to the high fidelity industry; and
when you have read about them and hopefully have
auditioned them at CC Audio, we think that you will
agree with us.

MONDAYTHRUSATURDAY
10:00 AM TO 7:00PM

~~\

CC AUDIO, SUITE 305
232 KING ST. N. WATERLOO
885-4270
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475 King North, Waterloo
Phone 884-0220

Luncheon 11:30 to 2 p.m.
Licensed under l.L.B.O.
You must be18oroverto
enter the Pickle Cellar
Entrance on north side of building

Just when you thought
you couldn't afford
regular Thrifty's ...
Bum ... Bum ... Bum ...
Thrifty's "Other Place"
presents: Flaws.
Slightly imperfect
jeans by some of the
best known names in
the blue jean business -

~,
,

,;~

all at dangerously low
r.prices. See them once1and you'll be out .of
the store ... in 'seconds'.

I f.B5~p
I

AND COFFEE
with purchase of
any sandwich

Mansize
Corned
Beef, Roast Beef or
Ham on a Bun, cole
s law . . .... .. . .. .. .

King Street West
Kitchener, Ontario

All the Pickles you

can eat. ..

125
.
1

Sandwich
Platter
with cole slaw, roasted potatoes, veget- 99
ables .... . ... . .. .. .
Changing Hot Menus daily

Sp~

The K
with th«
DanceC
presentE
terestin1
at the B
W. Play
local or
directior
menian,
and con
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Spa1Jl§!1Jfancers: brought/to you by the K-W Symphony

or a
two
ble.t ion
.dif-

lcur.
that
1
sent

are

The K-W Symphony, together women and one man, accomwith the Paula Moreno Spanish panied by the very able David
Dance Company as guest artists, Phillips, a Canadian classical
presented a varied and in- guitarist who has worked extenteresting concert Friday, Feb. 23 sively with the company. Unforat the Humanities Theatre, U of tunately, the leader and soloist
W. Playing to a full house, the of the group, Paula Moreno, was
local orchestra under the able ill, and could not perform.
direction of its own Raffi Ar- However, her dancers provided
menian, showed itself to be able an exciting array of variow1
and competent performers of a Spanish dances, showing themwide variety of music, from selves to be excellent performer£
Strauss waltzes to traditional in their own right.
Spanish dance music.
Even for those of us untutored
The highlight of the evening in Spanish traditions, including
was definitely the Spanish dance myself, the dances proved very
company, consisting of five 1 enjoyable and were typical of

what is generally thought of as
Spanish dancing. Bright flashy
dresses with swirling skirts,
crisp snapping of castanets,
hand-clapping
and
footstomping, or fingersnapping prevailed, all accompanied by trad·
itional Spanish cheers and cries
of approval from the company as
well as some members of the ·
audience.
The first selection, "La Boda
de Luis Alonso" by Giminez was
a lively piece played by the orchestra, proving to be a good introduction to the dancers and
their unique styles. Using four

Free Noon Concerts

Every Thursday at 12:30, the
Faculty of Music presents one of
a series of Music at Noon concerts in the Theatre-Auditorium.
Scheduled for this week were
the Stratford Ensemble, which is
a group of locally-based musicians.
Next week's concert will be a
joint recital featuring harpsichordists Michael Purves-Smith,
on Faculty here at WLU, and
Elizabeth Keenan, who is a
Toronto-based musician. The
programme will include a French
Suite by J. S. Bach, and some
works from the 17th century,
Fitzwilliam Virginal Book. The
two artists will join to perform
duets by Couperin and J.C.
Bach..
Other up-coming concerts are
the graduation recitals of four
fourth-year music students.
These full-length concerts fulfill
the graduation requirements for
the Honours Performance programme of the Bachelor of Music

degree and are the result of four
years of performance training.
All recitals are at 8:00 PM and
are on the folowing dates:
Tuesday, March 13: Stephanie
Kramer, soprano;
Wednesday, March 14: Dennis
Bender, bass;
Tuesday, March 20: Patricia
Pascoe, mezzo-soprano;
Wednesday, March 21: Che An-

THIS

ne Loewen, pianist.
On Sunday, March 11, the
Music Faculty's Organ Depa1 tment presents a c~ncert of
organ, voice, and instrumental
numbers. These are performed
by students of the Music Department. The concert is at 8:30PM
in the Seminary Chapel. Admission is $1.50 for students and
seniors, and $2.00 for others.

no
It may be just what you're looking for.
If you're between 17 and 21,
willing to travel, get involved

and work with people,
Katimavik has an opportunity
for you.

MAY BE THE MOST
IMPORTANT BROCHURE ON A

a:~ltimt
CAREER YOU WILL EVER READ.

Make a top pos1t1on 1n the
fash1on business your goal
Our program covers all the
bas1cs you need to know to
begm an exc1t1ng career 1n the
world of Fashion Merchandising

REGISTER NOW

r---- Mail this coupon---Name
Address
Postal Code
Phone

qHf

CfftSt110M IMSTITUTf
Of CftMftDfi

Yonge Street
Toronto Ontano M4P 2H4
2 Colleges u1 Metro

2436

(41 6) 481-6477

L~~~c!-~-----------~

women and one male-female hand-clapping and Spanish cries
couple, it showed the fancy foot- of enthusiasm aacompanied
work that Spanish dancers are these lively dances.
famous for.
Excerpts from de Falla's "El
Following this was the Amor Brujo" played by the or"Miller's Dance" from Manuel chestra seemed to be a comdt! Falla's famous "Three Cor- bination of traditional Spanish
neroo Hat" which was supposed dance forms and some more
to be a solo dance by Paula modern creative elements. lnvolMoreno. A short exciting piece, ving all six dancers, the exciting
even without a dancer one could orchestral music provided a good
hear the fragments of melodies background for the dramatic and
and rhythms that conjured up very creative efforts of the
images of Spanish dancers in seasoned
performers,
who
one's imagination.
seemed to be enjoying themDavid Phillips showed himself selves as much or more than the
to be an excellent guitarist as he audience. A good finale to their
accompanied the dancers and work, this dance showed the
also did some solo work in colour and expressiveness that
playing Albeniz's "Leyando de Spanish dancers are famous for.
Asturias" and "Flamenco".
The evening began well as the
Here the dancers came alive and orchestra played three medleys
showed the true spirit and purity of tunes from famous musicals.
of SpanishdanceformsthatPaula Selections from Loewe's "My
Moreno has struggled to main- Fair Lady", Lane's "Finian's
tain. The flamenco dancing was Rainbow", and Gerschwin's
especially interesting - it com- "Porgy and Bess" displayed a
bined three short solos by dif- good use of the colours that an
ferent members of the company orchestra is capable of. Other
with ensemble work at the end. than a bit of an intonation
Virtuoso guitar playing, lively
continued on page 16

Katimavik. It's an Inuit word
meaning "meeting place". Now
it's something more, an idea that
could be just what you're looking
for.
Katimavik is a total life experience for nine, demanding,
challenging months. It's an
opportunity to live and work
with other young Canadians of
clifferent backgrounds from
across Canada.
Hard work and satisfaction
The proJects that you and your
group will be working on will
improve and help many communities. The work is varied and
clifferent, but all projects measure up in three ways. Outdoor
physical work aimed at protectmg or improvmg the environment, community semce, plus
cultural and educational
programs.
KatimaVik is offering you an
opportunity, but not a job. We're
asking you to give a lot while at
the same time you may find out a
lot about yourself. You'll go to
three clifferent proVinces of
Canada. Learn new skills, including a second language. (French).
You'll lead a simple, conserver
life-style.
There are four project dates to
choose from: with the following
starting and appllcation dates.
June 13th. (Application date
April23rd.) July llth. (Application date May 9th. ) August 8th.
(Application date June 6th.)
September 12th. (Application
date July llth. ).

A dollar a day.

We'll pay your travel and livmg
expenses. We'll also give you a
dollar a day pocket money, plus
$1,000. at the end of the program. That's the money, but we
think you'll get a lot more out of
it. Write to us today and we'll send
you full details on the Katimavik

program and how to apply. As we
said, it may be just what you're
looking for. In the meantime,
we're looking for you. Let's get
together.

KATIMAVIK
1170 Anne Mern Dap•J Ct\e da • ...,., ••aut&J, Q'ltMc ISC SM

------------,
I on·
I
Brochures and information can also be obtained from the folloWing retail outlets:
A & A Records, Arlington Sports, Bo-Jeans, Bootlegger, Jean Junction and Outdoor Stores.

I
...

Yes I am interested in your program, please send me a.n application form

1

I
I
I

~A\Vto:K ~icipant
Cit~

U IV IM

Stlection, 1170 Annul Pierre Dupuy

clu Jll'frt, Kontreal, Quebec JISC SU

Name

I
I
I
.J

..___________ _
I

City

Address

Province

Pootal Code

OC-1

0

In French

0

In EngliSh

1
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Downhill 'all the wa

~

Dolllr Smackers - Happy 16th-Love Lips

~
S;

Found - One calculator, room 3-203, CTB. call884-1852 after 10
p.m. Describe make, colour, functions and it's yours.

~•

For Rent - large modern house, room for 5-6 people, 10 minute
walk t o either campus (Albert Columbia ), large yard, garage,
parking, fireplace, rec room, fully furnished. Available May-Sept
'79, $380/ month or single room $76/ month. Phone -884-5095
anytime.

r......

Dear Mabel, Can I come over to your house and list en to your
" stereo clock-radio"? I make a mean breadfast!
Laurier' s Disco Prince, Greg Garrison, has announced the Grand
Opening of his " after hours" " Disco Fantasia" · the breeding
ground of Laurier's Jet Set. The disease of Disco, himself, will daz·
zle you with the latest of his new dance steps; the Blow Dry ,the
Garrison Stupor, the stimulating Sarnia Swirl, and the Prince's all
t ime favorite, the Premature Pregnant Princess Prance. So call the
Prince of Pistol today and receive 24 " free " Disco hits of Central
High, at 884-7264 "Now".
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Got a date for the inter-residence semi formal? If not don' t give up
hope yet , there are still many biz-boys left at W .L. U. Call884-5583.
Having a Hallowe'en party? Need guests in costumes t o s pice it up.
Call Lisa, Lori and Nancy. They have an incredible ghosts and goblins act. Costumes courtesy of the King's Domain Hostelry, Lake
Louise, Alberta.

West
J 109
H Q84

Anyone seeing the Easter Bunny please contact Marylynne and
she is anxiously awaiting its arrival.

s

Thanks Prof. Koenig for turning in my pencil case. You made my
day!
Dear Ian M. and cohorts: Have you checked for splinters lately?
Did you know that wet spaghetti takes paint off lounge walls? Are
you so cheap that you have to buy day old donuts?
Need your s moke detector checked? Call Rob Kal _ _ he is an
expert. Also good at breaking skis, and locking motel keys in the
room when actually the key is in his back pocket. Don't worry with
quick thinking he is able to tell the motel clerk that he doesn 't need
an extra key because he just remembered that he left the window
open. lt doesn't matter that be is staying on the third floor.
Tired of soap operas? Come to the 1st annual game s how Shell-ebrat ion. Tes t your wits against t he champs! More prizes t o be seen
than ever before. Come watch such favourites a s Definition, Password Plus and Hollywood Squares. Bring your lunch to the BoobTube Lounge. Special Guest Emcee thi8-week and famed TV critic
- G regJ.S .
To t he ones who discussed time differences while eating a chinese
s morgasboard dinner at the Mount Royal (before the R.C. M.P.
ar rived later that night) I do apologize, but you were wrong, and I
also was. Time is lost approximat ely 2 days later. It is not an immediate loss as you thought or a gain as I thought, but rather a
mysterious problem which hits a few days later whe n you are
trying to do outstanding essays. I know t his for a fact. I have lots
of outstanding essays.
Pa ic pa gemunde paet s ic Dreamlice Wifa Windsores gunon t o
medu-heall for ae1mihtig ece mudu, Wodenstag 10 p.m. Agenda:
Sex and the s ingle E nglish major.
Belat ed Birthday Greetings go out t o our Assistant Business
, (he gets mad when we use his
Manager the incredible
name.) His Birthday was February 26th.
Other office news has it raining on t he poorer side of the adver·
tising office. That is the side of course, which our market ing services depart ment occupies l not necessarily works in, but occupies
space in). Does anyone have an umbrella for t he poor wretched soul
to k~p her dry, or perhaps even a piece of lip tape would stop t he
rain from coming down on her. - W ishing you well of course, t he
evt-r loveable better half.

D 876

c
Two members of the WLU·U of W Banff ski trip pose for official Cord photographer. Remainder
of party can be seen In background, trying to sober up.
Evidently the Laurier tradition of " scholars study, skiers party" was upheld to the limit.
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to be

to be

•presents
• • English

Thursday, March8
and Italian
- Laurier Christian Fellowship Renaissance music. Programme
will meet in the Faculty Lounge includes vocals and instrumen·
at 4:45 for supper, and at 5:45 tals; admission $3.00; $2.00 for
for singing and sharing.
students and seniors. Per·
formance starts at 8:00 PM, in
- Helix plays in the Turret.
the U. of W. Theatre of the Arts.
Friday , Ma rch 9
- U of W Arts Theatre host s the Sunday, March 11
Qua tor Orford String Quartet at - Faculty of Music presents a
8:00 PM. Tickets are $7 .00 ; concert of organ, voice and instrumental pieces. Seminary
$5.00 for Students and Seniors.
Chapel, 8:30. Admission is $1.50
-K-W Chinese Christian Fellow- for students and seniors; $2.00
ship has a Cell Group Presenfor others.
tation, at the WLU Graduate
T
uesday, March 13
School of Social Work, Room
- Election Meeting for the U'n I
201.
club (formerly the international
-Department
of
Romance student's Association) in the
Languages
presents
" SymMezzanine at 5:30.
phonie Pastorale"
a film
based on the French novel. Por- W ednesday, March 14
table #3 at 2:30 PM . Free Ad- -"Gervaise", a film based on a
mission.
French novel, will be shown in
Portable 21 , at 9:00 AM . Free
Satu rday , March 10
- Chamber Choir of the U of W admission.

Summer School 1979

Applications for

The Dean's
Advisory
Council
are currently
being accepted
•
zn
Dean Nichol's Office

Discove r the Ea ste rn Townships
of Quebec!
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University
',J prt f, .·nm,lflt ~ I 'lgl"h m'tltUltOn ,ltlrJt tl\!'lv
•llu,Jlt•d on il 500 acrl' triltt ot land at Lenno'<\lllt•
.11111d lht• rolling hrfl, ot thP ~a~te>rn Tm\mhrr" oi
Soutlwrn <)Ul'bt•(.
l hr' vt·,Jr'' '>urnnwr St hool tPature' a 1\\PivP-WPt'k
[\l'nrng Surnnwr $( hool St•,<,ron l)(•grnning on April
lOth ,Jnd d "X·VH't•l.. Ddv SummPr School St>'"on
lwgrnnmg on July 3. l 979
Subw1 t' otfPrPd rm ludt>:
Brology
Frne Art

Phrlmophy

Bu\rne''
Compult'r 't rPm P

Fran<;ais
Gt>ography

Politrcal Suence
p,y<·hology

Etonornrc'
Edu( .1tron

Hrstorv
'11athematrc'

Relrgron
Socrolop,y

Engli'h

Mu'>rt

Spanr'h

~)n

Jnd oiH Jmpus actommodat•on rs Jvarlablc• Jl
r!'a,on.Jblt• pm I''·
Ret rl•atron.1l tal rlrtii'S rndudt•: li\e theatre, rndoor
,md outdoor pool-. tt•nn'' ( ourh. '-qua,h , handball
gvm golt , ntll' ~hootrng. l'll .

J98
North

s.

H AJ I
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c
Thursday, March 15
-Music at noon: Michael PIPves-Smith on the harpsicGN.
Concert begins at 12:30 PM •
the Theatre-Auditorium. A4mission is free.
-There will be a French Cafe •
the concourse from 10:00 AM to
4 PM. Entertainment will Ill
provided. Come out and sampla:
our gourmet dishes!
Friday, March 16
- Kitchener Bach Choir plf'forms at the Parkminster Ulilildl
church, at 8:30. Admission filii
students and seniors is $2.50,
others $2.50.

Q63
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Sympony continued
frompage15
problem in the string sectiOD a
the beginning, the orcbelta
played well, and Armenian at •
times seemed to have everytbllr
well in hand.
The versatiltiy of the KW
Symphony and its conductlr
was displayed well u Ill
Spanish dances were u.t.
spersed with four f . Strauss pieces. The "Artil&l
Life Waltz", "Radetsky's Mlf.
ch", "Tales from the V~
Woods", and "Tritsch·Tra·
Polka" were played with ....
enthusiasm and vigour, aDd dti
orchestra seemeto have •
problem b switching styles.
All in all, the K·W Sympt.J
together with the Paula Ma.~
Spanish Dance Company ...
vided an enjoyable eveniJit f1f
colourful entertainment.
next concert in the KWS0'1
main series is March 24 aDd II.
when fine music is anticipated 1
concertmaster Irving IlmeriOial
in the celobrated Mende_.
Violin Concerto.

Jc:
M
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Deadline: March 16
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Inheritance: a group with a different sound
by Diana Mick
"Inheritance", a five-member
contemporary Christian musical
group from London, Ont. were
featured at a coffeehouse last
Friday evening from 8:30 to midnight. The event sponsored by

by Jeff Blakely
There are numerous gadget
bids that convey a special
meaning. Grand Slam Force is
one of these bids.
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Purpsicord.
PM in
a. Ad-

Laurier\. Christian Fellowship,
was held'~·Clara Conrad 24-hour
Lounge an was attended by ap·
proximate!
60 persons, including students from both
W.L.U. and the U. ofW.
"Inheritance", which has been

ministering together since May
1977 full time and since
May 1976 part time, is com·
prised of Ne~l!i! Unrah (tenor),
Marv (Baritone) and Audrey
(mezzo) Eeimer on Vocals; Randy Weber on keyboards (various

synthesizers) and Gwen Weber
on the sound board.
They are all graduates of Ontario Bible College in Toronto
and have done extensive work
with Crusade Evangelism International as well as in various
churches, schools, crusades, conferences, detention homes, and
have made television appearances. They have recorded
two albums, the latest of which,
by Jeff Blakt.Zy
"One Day'', was released in July,
1978. (Pilgrim Records) They
The bidding is rather standard King of clubs, therefore North
plan to tour Ireland from May 10
until North makes the 5 No bids Grand Slam Force, a jump
to June 10, 1979.
Trump call. At this point North to 5 No Trump.
The evening consisted of three
In response to this bid South
knows that South has a strong
sets of approximately 25
hand, four spades, at least six must bid 7 Clubs if he holds two minutes each, interspersed with
clubs and either zero or one of the top three cards in the club breaks for conversation and
heart. North also knows that suit. If he holds zero or one he
refreshments. The group also
their partnership is off no tricks bids six clubs. Here South bid 7 mingled with the audience
off the top unless South is Clubs.
during these times. During the
This contract will always be third set, a demonstration of the
lacking the club Ace or King.
North can count at least 6 club made as long as South ruffs the Moog synthesizer was given by
winners in South's hand, 2 spade two small spades before trump is Randy Wei.Jer, and various
ruffs in North's hand, and the pulled.
two red aces; assuming South
has the Ace and King of clubs.
That is 10 sure tricks and North
has only accounted for 7 HCP in
South's hand; and he knows that
South should have over 16 HCP
to make the jump shift. All told
that should provide three more
tricks or more. Grand Slam is
there if South holds the Ace and

...-

1requests were performed.

The music presented by the
group ranged from soft "balladlike" tunes to pop-rock songs all
accompanied and well balanced
by the various keyboards and
electronic effects.
Each of the vocalists demonstrated their ability as a soloist
although the combination of
their voices produced a harmonious sound uniquely their
own. They consider their music
"not gospel" although they are
able to combine Christian lyrics
with
contemproary
sound
arangements by Randy Weber.
The group, however, is disbanding as the various members
have responsibilities to fulfil and
have desires to enter different
areas of ministry and study.
However, they did provide a
fine evening of entertainment
•which was well received and en. oyed by those present.

Raunch and Roll in the Pub

!Cafe in
lAM to
\vill be
sample

"OPEN NIGHTLY"
Tonight, the Turret hosts
Helix, a five man rock group
from Waterloo. The group first
got together about three years
ago at the Battle of the Bands at
the -C.O;E. , and s ince then has
been mostly doing the bar circuit. Most of their appearances
have been local, but they have

!ir per•United
ion for
I $2.50,

made one trip to the Maritimes
last fall.
Their musical package includes some original work as well
as tunes by Styz, Lynard
Sky nard, the Beatles and others.
This is a fine group of local
musicians, and their high-energy
performance should be an enlivening evening.
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Every Monday and Tuesday Night-Pro-Am Strip Nights
ALWAYS A BLAST
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·& Bridge St. West, Kitchener
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CAREER SERVICES
offers the following groups
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Resume Writing
Beginning March 19, 10 a.m. (2 sessions)

Job Search Techniques
March 20, 10 a.m. (1 session)

Interview Skills
Beginning March 22, 10 a.m. (3 sessions)

Please drop by Career Services, lower floor,
Student Services Centre, to sign up for these
groups or ca11884-1970, ext. 495.
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HAWKS SOUGHT BY PROS

UBc

Pro prospects over the years have given the Laurier Golden Hawks football team a great
reputation and this year is no exception. At this year's draft at least ten Hawks were
approached by CFL teams. Others will hopefully be contacted and go to camps as free
agents. Some of this year's prospects, last week assembled in front of the Hawk heros

by Gerry Huddleston
In the recent CFL college
draft, Wilfred Laurier Golden
Hawks once again proved their
superiority on the football field
by having many players chosen.
Two Hawks had earlier been protected in the territorial exemption draft and five others were
chosen in the college draft.
Talking with the players this
week, I was told that there are
also at least three other Hawks
negotiating with pro teams.
The draft proved to me that
the Allstar and All Canadian
selections were a real joke. Jim
Reid was Laurier's lone representative on the so called All
Canadian team this year which
was the crime of the year.
Laurier's defensive team which
was one of the finest of the country failed to place one member on
the squad. As I have mentioned
in earlier papers, I felt that the
selectors tried to distribute the
positions equally across Canada.
At the draft in Toronto, 5
defensive Hawks were chosen.
This is quite a compliment to the
defensive squad as I thought
they kept us in many games this
year. Jim O'Keefe, 6'2" , 205 lb.,
was the first Hawk chosen and
he went to Hamilton in the
second round. This was also
Hamilton's first selection as
they passed their first round
choice to Saskatchewan.
The next Hawk to be chosen
was a pleasant surprise to many
people. Mark Forsyth, 6'1", 190
lb., defensive halfback, was
chosen by Toronto as the first
selection in the fifth round. The
reason for the surprise was
because after starting for only
one season ('77) Mark broke his
arm this year and missed the entire season. However, Mark is
one of the most dedicated foot·
ball pl8yers Laurier will ever see
and to be selected is quite an accomplishment for him.

The sixth round saw two
Hawks go - Jack Kavis and
Rich Payne. Jack Davis, a 6'1",
235 lb. defensive tackle went to
Hamilton and Rich Payne, a
6'1" , 220 lb. linebacker went to
Montreal. Last but not least,
Pete Hepburn, a 6'2" , 220 lb.
defensive tackle, joined a lot of
his buddies by going to Hamilton.
In the territorial exemption
:lraft as everybody by now
knows, Phil Colwell, a 6'1 " , 195
lb. running back went to Montreal and Jim Reid, 6'3", 230 lb.
running back went to Hamilton.
These two gentlemen are the
finest pair of runners to play on
the same team in quite some
time. Their achievements with
the Hawks will be remembered
for a long time.
Other Hawks negotiating with
teams are Jerry Gulyes Hamilton ; Jeff Carefoote British Columbia; and, Larry
Rygus, Toronto. Both Larry and
Jerry were drafted by Toronto
last year and look forward to get·
ting another shot at the pro
ranks. For Jeff, this is his first
experience dealing with the pro's
and he will be trying for an offensive lineman's position. Jerry
Gulyes will be trying to winner
the kicker's job at Hamilton and
Larry Rygus will be looking for a
linebacker position in Toronto.
One major disappointment in
the draft was the failure of Bob
Stacey to be !'elected. Bob was
expected by many people to go in
the draft but will now have to go
as a free agent to some profes·
sional's camp. Between now and
training camp, there may be a
few more Hawks invited as free
agents and we wish them all the
best.
Needless to say, these Hawks
who have been protected, selected and neglected form a very
important part of the Golden
H.awks program. Realistically

of the past. They are (Front L toR) LARRY RYGUS, PETE HEPBURN, JIM O'KEEFE, JIM
· REID. (Back Row L to R) JACK DAVIS, RICH PAYNE, MARK FORSYTH, CONRAD DE
BARROS, JERRY GULYES, PHIL COLWELL. (Missing) JEFF CAREFOOTE and 801
STACEY.

speaking, we know that not all of
them will make it this year as a
pro, but it is an honour and a
compliment to their talent for
being considered. Much credit
must go to the coaching staff at
Laurier for the development of
these fine players.

For the players who don't
make it, the Hawks will be glad
to have you back and maybe
next year there'll be another
chance. For those who do make
it, congratulations and I jUst
hope that you will be replaced at
Laurier with athletes as fine as

you were. It"s been a long,
trip to find the pot of gold
:md of the rainbow, I
that a lot of you can dip
after contributing so much
game of football.
Congratulations to you al
a job well done!!!

Relay teams tops at OUAA
by Floyd Fennema
The opening event was a
dream come true for Laurier at
the Ontario Universities Athletic Association Men's Indoor
Track and Field Championships
held at Toronto's CNE.
Despite having one of the
smaller track teams in atten·
dance, Laurier turned in an exceptional effort in the 4 x 200 m.
relay, capturing the gold medal
in a time of 1:30:2. The relay
squad of Jim Violin, Ray Alley,
Bill Burke and Ron Archibald
outdistanced their nearest rival,
Queens, by more than half a
second.
Laurier's win snapped a string
of victories by Western, Toronto
and Queen's. Never before in
OU AA competition had a team
from the "Big 3" not won a relay
competition.
1 The relay victory started what
proved to be Laurier's most pro·
ductive OUAA indoor perfor·
' mance. Out of the 12 universities
in competition, Laurier finished
1
a respectable 6th.
Individually, freshman, Ron
· Archibald capped his initial
! season off in fine form. In ad·
. clition to his winning leg in the
relay, "Arch" finished third in
both the 50 m. and 300 m. with
times of 5.8 and 35.5 res·
1 pectively. Both marks set new
school records.
' Jim Volin, who is always con·
sidered a dependable runner,

finished 6th in the strong field of
the 300 m. and says, " I was
pleased with the performances in
the relays, but felt I could have
done better". Violin also anchored the 4 x 400 relay team
that finished 4th. The relay team
of Violin, Alley, Burke and Mike
Bain finished just behind Toronto, setting a new school record of
3:28;7.
Ray Alley, who competed in 4
events, finished 6th in the triple
jump with a leap of 13.28 m. Also
coming up with a personal best
was 1,500 metre-man, Brent
Hutchinson. Hutchinson paced
out a 4:03.8, shattering the old
record by 5 seconds.
In some women's events, Mary
Sykes, ran three races and set
new school records in all three.
Her times of 1:45.9, 3:23.9. and
5:12 .0 in the 600 m. , 1000 m. and
1500 m. made her the most successful woman track athlete at
Laurier.
Graduating students, Steve
Beckman and Peggy Tittle competed in their final events as
members of the WL U track
team. Their involvement in track
over the past years has contributed to the growth of the sport
within the school.

Paul Falzon 4th in heatJim Violin 6th - 300m.
Todd Hutchins
2nd in heat- 600 m.
Brent Hutchinson
5th in heat- 1500 m.
Ray Alley
6th -triple jump 13.28m.
8th - long jump 6.53m.
Colin Burgess
8th- high jump 1.78m.
Steve Beckman
N / H - Pole Vault
John McKendrik
5th in heat - 1500 m. 4:2U
Mary Sykes
4th in heat- 600 m. 1
4thinheat-1000m.
3rd in heat - 1500 m.
Peg Tittle
5th in heat - 600 m. 1:47 4
5th in heat - 1000 m.
5th in heat - 1500 m. 5:
4x200 relay - Violin,
Alley, Archibald
1st in final1 :30.2*
4x400 relay - Violin,
Alley, Bain
4th in final1:28.7*
Medley relay
McKendrik, Hutcbiuoa,
chins
7thinfinalll:10.

* -

Individual Results:

I Ron Archibald 3rd · 50 m. 5.8*
3rd.-.300 m. 35.5*

record.
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JOCK SHORTS
GOLDEN WORDS
Here we go agam - that last march to the fimsh . The end, 30 days from completing my sixteenth year
of school. Has it been all worth it? Well, only my hairdresser knows for sure. Hey, wait a minute - I don't
have a hairdresser .... I guess only time will tell.
This week, I am going to tie up a lot of loose ends in this editorial, b1ts and pieces, etc.
First of all I would like to comment on Roger Neilson's firing. One word describes it - simply amateurish . Even though I am not a Leaf fan, the way Harold Ballard dism1ssed Neilson was typical of Ballard's
style Instead of qu1etly conferring with Neilson and telling him his job was terminated, Ballard yaps off to
the press m Montreal and doesn't let Neilson know until a day later Neilson, of course, took his firing like
a gentleman would, he showed a lot of class - something that Ballard lacks! Roger Ne1lson who a year
earlier had been pra1sed for his new techniques and the Leaf's high fmish is now being condemned for
being too amateurish with professionals. In my opinion, Neilson is, or should I say was, the only thing
about the Leaf's organization that is professional (Since this is being written late Saturday night, many
thmgs can happen before Thursday) I just heard a report saying that the Leaf players met prior to Saturday's game with Philly and demanded Neilson be reinstated . The question is how long will he remain
coach of the Maple Leafs.
It is the same old story that the players aren't domg well, so you f1re the coach There is a lot of ext:"ess
baggage hanging around in Toronto; players and management What other management in the league has
let calibre players like Mike Bossy, Bryan Trottier and Danny Care just to mention a few: slip under their
noses. I wonder what Sam Polluck is doing these days He should write a book and sell it to the Leafs.
"How to Form a Wmner"
The recent coach's poll conducted by the Toronto Star showed few surprises and NHL players were
rated in 28 categories . Montreal Canadiens were named as winners in 12 categories and were runner-ups in
5 others. Guy Lafleur was tops in eight categories, mcluding best skater, best shooter, best stickhandler,
most colourful, the player with the most natural ability, fastest skater, the smartest player and the man
that the coaches would pick as first cho1ce if they were starting a team from scratch
The nod for the most valuable player went to Bryan Trottier of the Islanders. Trottier was also considered the best passer and playmaker. Bob Gainey of Montreal was the best penalty killer and defensive
forward . Larry Robmson was the best defensive defenseman, and Ken Dryden was the best goalie . Bobby
Clarke was the hardest worker and best man on face offs Mike Bossy was voted tops for best young player
and most dangerous near the goal Boston's Terry O'Reilly was the toughest player and Don Cherry was
best coach. Other wmners were Lanny McDonald - Hardest shot; Dennis Potvm - best bodychecker;
Bob MacMillan - most underated; John Wensink - most improved player, Ryan Walter - best rookie;
and, Stan Johnathan and Barry Beck - tie for best fighter.
John McCauley was voted the best referee. One coach commented that there was no best ref and everyone tied for second .

by Gerry Huddleston
1. How do you like the backstab- ent's back during the early
bing all the sportswriters did minutes of the game, he could
with Roger Neilson? Last year, only retort, "Gee ref, I didn't
his scientific methods were the mean to hit him so hard." All in
best thing that had happened to all, the game was very physical
pro hockey in years. This yel!r, and the team sorely missed
the team is faltering and wham Larry Zip Robinson when he was
- the same writers are calling ejected in the second half.
the methods amateurish and
elementary. It's easy for a writer 4. Steve Hunter has done a fanto praise one minute and criticize tastic job OllJCartoonsforj the Cord
the next, but it also shows there for the past two years now, all on
is a lot of poor quality writers a volunteer basis. For his work
to be criticized is terribly upreporting sports today.
setting to me. Every week, the
2. This past weekend in CIAU sports section has a certain numvolleyball action, University of ber of pages to fill with events
Saskatchewan took both the around Laurier. So what if our
Men's and Women's titles, quite athletes don't win all the time?
an accomplishment for one Atleast:thry are trying, they are
getting involved. All sections of
school.
this paper are put together by
3. Goon of the Week Award goes people who try, who are vol·
tv "Bootie" Hutflus of the Ill- unteering their time.
Eagles of the Intramural Ball
Hockey League. After being 5. I just spent $200 on my damn
ejected for his crushing five- car. Would you feel like writing
strided cross check to the oppon- anymore?

Donahue to speak

Gerry Huddleston
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Jack Donahue is this year's Lettermen Dinner speaker, Friday, March
. For details see A.C. office.
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John P. Donohue, Director and
National Coach of Basketball
Canada, proves his New York
background the minute he opens
his mouth.
His coaching career was born
in the heart of the "Big Apple",
at St. Nicholas of Tolentine in
the Brox. From there he coached
some of the finest prep school
teams in the history of American
cage, at Power Memorial High
School in downtown New York
City. At these two schools,
Donohue compiled a record of
250 victories against only 46
defeats.
While at Power, Donohue
the
young
Lew
coached
Alcindor (now Kareem AbdulJabbar of the Los Anglees
Lakers) who has since become
one of the premier professionals
in the sport. Herman Masin of
Scholastic Coach Magazine says
of Jabbar, "the man who helped
the most was his high school
coach, Jack Donohue". At one
streetch, Jabbar, Donohue, and
the Power Memorial outfit won
71 straight contests.
Donohue went on to coach at
Holy Cross (or as the native New
Yorker calls it, "the Cwoss") in
Worcester, Mass. It was his only
stop in the college coaching
ranks but it was a stop that reinforced the nation that J.P.
Donohue was one of the finest
mentors in the.sport. His record
at "the Cwoss" was 108-64. In
1970 he was voted Coach-of-theYear in the Eastern Region. His
teams have never experienced a
losing season.
So Canada needed a coach for

its national basketball team.
From the hundreds of applications for the position John
P. Donohue was chosen. His
resume obviously looked or
smelled of victory.
He didn't even have to make
that sometimes painful transition from North American to International basketball rules and
customs. Just prior to coming to
Canada, Donohue had been
named as an official observer for
for the German Basketball
Federation at the 1971 European
Championships. He had conducted clinics in eleven countries.
So what has he done since
becoming Canada's national
coach? Not much, except take a
team that couldn't even qualify
for the Olympics in 1972 (they
were 5th in the pre-qualifying
tournament in Augsberg, Germany) and run them, jump them,
and shape them into the fourth
best team in the world. Not
much, except take a team that
has never had a winning record
since their silver medal performance at the 1936 Olympics, and
turn them into a cohesive, winning ball club with an excellent
shot at an Olympic medal in
1980. And not much, except
bring twelve young men who once represented tha !c::ughing
stock of thl:l basketball world
powers like U.S.S.R., the United
States and Yugoslavia, and instill the kind of pride and winning spirit that has since
brought tournament victories
over each of these teams and
manv more.
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- ~}Your View~
by Gerry Huddleston

What is your opinion on midseason coach dismissals, i.e. the
Roger Neilson situation?

Colin Burgess

league Ballard move.

Conrad de Barros
If the coaching is responsible for
a team playing below its average, then the firing of the coach
is justified. But if a team's losing
record is related to the players'
performances and abilities, as in
Toronto's case, then the firing of
the team 's coach is plain stupidity.

A team builds through the year
to reach their peak at the playoffs . A coach makes a plan and a
change in coaches changes plans
and would throw the team off
balance. Neilson is a systematic
coach and his loss would have
been disasterous. As for the
firing and rehiring publicity Reggie Jackson
stunt, it was a typical bush- It has to help sometimes - look

what it did for our club this year. 1 thinks that firing his coach will
We were trailing the Red Sox by create some sort of shake up,
15 games when Steinbrenner he's crazy. As a matter of fact,
finally decided to get rid of that the problem lies with Ballard and
creep Martin. It lit a fire under all his jerks in the front office.
us and Lemon didn 't bug any- Fire Gregory and Clancy, then
body the way Martin did and I things might roll. That's where
could do all the crying I wanted. the problem lies.
But all the Leafs liked Neilsonso he had to stay.
And me · Midseason coach dismissals sometimes are a necesJim Drago
sity, but not very often. The old
Coaches don 't score goals, the saying " what have you done for
players do. If Harold Ballard n1e lately" comes into the picture

growing.

V'Ballers looking to next season

by Gerry Huddleston
Finally I have enough time and
spare to devote an article to the
Men's Varsity Volleyball team of
'78· '79. I know that all devoted
fans of the Hawks have been
for this moment and here

it is. You know the saying,
though - save the best until the
last. Before I comment on the
Hawk's season, I would just like
to say a few things.
In my three years at Laurier, I
have been associated in rna

ways with the Men's Varsity
Volleyball team. I have been
with the team as a player, statistician, writer and fan. This year,
being my graduating year,
Laurier's Volleyball program
and myself depart company for
good. My years with the team
have been satisfying and rewarding and much of this comes
from the friendship I have developed with Coach Chris Coulthard. Since this is the last time I
will be writing about the Hawks,
I am going to take this chance to
publicly thank Chris for all of his
time and consideration over the

past three years.
The Golden Hawks had an up
and down season this year, but
then volleyball is an up and down
game. Over all, Laurier's record
was not as good as the previous
year but many thought we had a
better team this season. One
reason for the poorer season
would be because the other
teams in our division were
stronger. Western, Guelph, McMaster, Waterloo and Brock all
made improvements in their play
and made the West division per·
haps the most competitive in the
country. Western went on to win
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WLUSU office.
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Tonight, Thursday, March 8

HELIX
jADMISSIONI
When you're drinking
tequila, Sauza's the shot
that counts. That's why more
and more people are asking
for it by name.

TEQUILA SAUZA
Number One in Mexico.
Number One in Canada.

$150
wlu students

$200
all others

Friday, March 9: Hockin Frank in T. of CILR
Next Week: ROCKY
Saturday, March 10: Closed

game.
There is no reason why
Golden Hawks can't have a
ning squad next year With
Yap, Tim Seegmiller,
Praught and Grant Barber
ming a good nucleus. At
time, it seems improbabll
captains Mike Cri!SSln&IUidA
drew Martin will
Veteran, Ralph
Henry Van Eck also are
returnees. These four
spunky veterans
but all have rnrtt.riltmt.liil
volleyball program at our
Therefore, I think that the
On The Back Award ofthil
should go to these four
for their contributions to
ball at Laurier.
Good luck to future
Laurier in Volleyball aDd I
that Chris Coulthard
CIAU championship
he gets an ulcer.
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HAWKEY HAWKS
OUSTED BY
WESTERN
PONIES
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PIC BY PEAS

Captain Tom Butt fires a shot towards the Western net. Tom has played his
last game as a Hawk and will be greatly missed.

Late season frustration and a Western pup grab departing Hawk
Pete Lochead. The Hawks just didn't have it In this last game.
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byJoe Veit
The Golden Hawks hockey season came to an abrupt end on
Feb. 20th when they were soundly defeated 7-4 by the Western
Mustangs in a one game sudden
death play-off. It was a simple
case of a very spirited Western
hockey club being possessed
with the greatest desire to win,
and more importantly, a dogged
determination not to suffer
defeat for the third time in as
many years as the Golden
Hawks.
The Mustangs controlled the
game from the opening face-off
and forced the Hawks to play
their style of hockey. The Mustangs strategy involved stopping
the play in order to consistently
slow down the tempo of the
game, and because they won the
majority of face -offs, they were
able to capitalize on their scoring
opportunities more often and
emerged the victors. The one
bright spot that surfaced for the
Hawks before the fire was
completely snuffed out was that
defenseman Brian Crombeen,
while accounting for two goals,
appeared to be suffering no ill affects of the known injury that
kept him out of action for a few
games. The other Laurier goals
were scored by Tom Butt and
Bobby Schnurr.
There's no way that the season
should have ended so soon, said
Hawk coach, Wayne Gowing. I
must agree, but with sport being
what it is, things don 't always
happen the way that they
should. Talent-wise, or man-forman, the Hawks were certainly
equal to, if not greater than the
Mustangs, but they were not
anywhere close in two essential
departments desire and
motivation to win. All the talent
in the world is not going to
produce a winning team (in any
sport) as often as a modest
amount of talent combined with
loads of desire and motivation.
The Hawks quite simply did not
want to win badly enough, and
as a result, they lost. What they

PIC BY' PEAS

PIC BY PEAS

Jlme Towle mlmicks the referee by signalling Tom Butt's goal to make It 7·4 for Western.
It was all over by this point however, and we can only look to next year.

were lacking was not something moving on to bigger and better
that could be gained in a practice things. Also from up front, right
or taken out of a book, but some- winger Mark Holbrook will be
thing that comes from inside graduating. A very big pair of
each and every individual and skates to be filled next year
gells to form a winning team. It along the blue line are those of
is especially unfortunate that defensive
stalward,
Barry
maybe they could have gone a lit- Musslernan. With Al MacSorley
tie further because many of the leaving, there remains a big
team members won't have question mark as to who will
another chance. For the re- draw the starting assignment
turning members of the team, next year.
they can look ahead with opThough the Hawks were elimtimism and say, "Wait 'til next inated in the first round of the
year."
play-offs, they really didn't have
The Hawks stand to lose six a terribly bad year. At the endof
players next year through retire- the regular season, they ended
ment (graduation) whose presen- up with a respectable 9 wins, 5
ce will certainly be dearly losses, and 2 ties for 20 points
missed. Captain Tom Butt, and second place in their divalong with his linemates, Mike ision. After getting off to a very
Collins and Pete Lochead will be dismal 2-3-1 start before the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -....

Christmas break, they stormed
back in January looking like a
new team and went on to a 7-2-1
record in their final10 games.
On behalf of all the students
that were fortunate enough to
attend the Laurier hockey
games, I would like to thank the
players, coaches, managers,
trainers, and anyone else in any
way involved with the Hockey
Hawks for a very entertaining
and enjoyable hockey season

At Reasonable Prices

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
LUBES • TUNE-UPS • BRAKES
REPAIRS • MINOR AND MAJOR
•IMPORT CAR SPECIALIST
EMPLOYED

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Give Us A Call

886-4590
ENGINES UNLIMITED
81 Lodge St., Waterloo
(Across from Pop Shoppe)

FREE ADVICE AND ESTIMATES

Stay tuned next week for an interview with Hawks defenseman
and Canadian National team
player, Brian Crombeen.

LANCASTER.
HOUSE
CALENDAR
·.·

Guaranteed

AUTO REPAIRS
&SERVICE

from a spectator's point of view.
A special thanks to all those
team members graduating and
all the best of luck in the future.
And to all of those returning,
we'll be looking forward to
seeing you next year in the
National Final.
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Cover Charge''
MONDAY & TUESDAY
FUN 'N' GAMES NIGHT
in a relaxing atmosphere
• 7ft. TV
• Shuffleboard

• Pinball
• Backgammon in the
Ocean Queen

WEDNESDAY

JAZZ

I Blue Grass
with

aboard the
OCEAN QUEEN
with

''MADISON
AVENUE''
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

ASPEN

in the
Bridgeport Lounge

I

YOUR WEEKEND ENTERTAINMENT
THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
Thurs.-Sat. In the
Bridgeport Lounge

"DAUDLIN"
Thurs. Jazz Sessions
9-1 a.m. In the
Ocean Queen

"Aitlillts

"m Quintet"

FRI.
in the Ocean Queen

"Dennis
Maclachlan"
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Basketball wrapup: ''We'll get 'em back next year!''
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PIC BY SWITALSKI

Koepke goes high to score a basket, one which led him to the west division
scoring titl-e._ _ _ __
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The CWOSS tourney held at Laurier lask weekend saw Kitchener Collegiate defeat
Preston 58·56 in the final.

ADVERTISEMENT

Arctic Jobs

( _oVE IS A MANY FACETED THING
And a superbly cut diamond is
the ultimate expression of your love.
Give a timeless and traditional gift of
diamond jewelry ... from our dazzling
collection. love and diamonds ... a
trad1tion that transcends the ages.

DUNNEtTE
JEWELLERS
30 KING ST W
KITCHENEA

©

If you're thinking of heading ~onh for
a high-paying job, stop! Such JObs may
be found in the Arctic, but in limited
numbers. So don't juM pick up and
leave, hoping to lind something w~en
you get there. Line up that good JOb
-..:ith help from the latest edition of The
Arctic Employment Guide.
The Arctic Employment Guide lists
the names and addresses of more than
1700 nonhero companie~ you can
contact. It contains valuable ad\ ice on
\Hillng result-getting letters of
application. And helpful hint~ on
everything from \\hat to pack to \\hat
the fishing's like!
The Guide ha!> been prais~o."d by Alan
Pearson in The f-inancial Po\t and
fa\Orably reviewed in such leac.ing
newspapers as The Globe and \1ail and
The Chicago Tribune. Its umquc content helps minimi.le the speculati\e
nature of seeking employment in the
North.
·
Without even leaving the com tort of
your O\\ n ho.me, you can sue up the
possibility of landing a job in th_e
Arctic. A good job could be yours, 1f
you go about it the right way.
To order your copy, send cheque or
monev order for only $9.95 to: The
Arctic Employment Guide, Dept.
TMO. 99 Don~:aster Avenue,
Thornhill, Ontario L3T IL6. C.O.D.
orders accepted with $1 deposit.
(Ontario and QuebCl residents please
add sales tax.)
If not completely satisfied, simply
return within 14 days for a full refund.
Supplies are limited so order today!

PIC BY PRESSEY

byJohnKastner
players came along: Leon ArenFor basketball coach Don dse, Pat Morris, and Bob FitzSmith, the 1978-79 season was gerald. At the start of the year,
one of mixed emotions. Despite Morris was probably lOth or
the fact that the team struggled 11th man, but worked his way up
to a 3 and 9 record in league play' to a starter. Fitzgerald improved
and a 8-19 record overall, the · constantly and Arendse imseason did have its satisfying proved to the point where he was
moments.
a starter before he got hurt. Orv
In this league, each team plays Clark was expected to carry
every other team twice and much of the burden, but he was
Coach Smith felt that the Hawks lost for the year after the second
did better the second time game due to a knee injury. Smith
around. After losing quite badly was generally happy with his
to Windsor and Waterloo, they players, despite a couple of disput forth much better efforts appointments - one seven feet
and either Stlcond game could high - and describes the team
have proved victorious.
as a great bunch of enthusiastic
The Hawks also played some ball players.
of the best teams in the country
Next year, Coach Smith sees
and possibly had one of the an improvement. Although he
toughest schedules in the nation. will probably lose Koepke, much
Over the course of the year, they of the team should be back. The
played York, St. Mary's, Con- league will be quite a bit smaller
cordia, Victoria, Winnipeg, and and most of the contenders this
Windsor three times - all these year will find themselves with
teams will be in the CIAU cham- large holes to fill. Windsor will
pionship tourney. Plus, they lose Allison, Waterloo may lose
played Athletes in Action, who several - Graham, Vance, and
just recently beat a team from Hadwen, as well as Bill Edthe Soviet Union. Waterloo was wards.
the rival three times. Hawks
Next year, the Hawks may
beat them once, and lost once by fight into contention if Smith
only eight points.
gets the good freshmen he is exCoach Smith found his satis- pecting. "The Hawks could have
faction in his players. Knowing won as many as six more games
full well that he had many this year - we'll get 'em back
rookies, he realized that the nextyear!"
season
would be tough. Many
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Koepke heads west
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The long and the short of It! Allstar Fred Koepke being interviewed by all
conference reporter stretch Kastner. 3 guesses on who's the B Ball player.

by John Kastner
Fred Koepke has played his
last game as a Golden hawk.
Coming off a sensational individual effor t this year, but a
disappointing
team
effort,
Koepke has set his sight upon
other goals. Next year, Koepke

hopes either to retu rn to t he Can·
adian National team or to attend
t he University of Calga ry a nd
study
post-graduate
work.
Koepke is currently a t hird year
geography major.
Personal pressure is drawing

Koepke to Calgary, his father-inlaw is President of the university. His prospects for the
National team look good. Coach
Jack Donahue said that Koepke
needs only to add a little weight
and he should have a berth on
the team.· His achievements this
year certainly are impressive. He
led the OUAA West in shooting
with a 49% average hitting 100
for 202. He also led the division
in rebounds - 136. He led the
league in points with 263 in
league play alone. Named to the
first all-star team and received
the second highest number ol
votes behind Wayne Allison oi
Windsor, Koepke has also been
nominated for All-Canadian, but
feels he has only a slim shot at
the second team.
Fred said that he was really
disappointed after this year and
would readily have given all his
personal achievements for a
playoff spot. Keopke felt that
the Hawks could have won as
many as six more games. T urnovers seemed to be t heir major
p roblem. hard to go from National contenders to cellar
dweller s in your division.
Koepke has been invited to the
national tryout camp in May of
this year. The camp is basketball
for 6 hours a day.
The team will travel to Italy,
then t he Pan-American Games,
World Student
Games in
Mexico, Sp artak tourney in Moscow, pre-Olympic tourney in
Peurto Rico and finally the
Olympics in Moscow. Hopefully,
Koepke can be with them.

Sports Comment
by John Kastner

The Leafs are contmuing their season with a new coach - sort of.
Apparently, the old coach was unable to inspire the players to their full
potential Therefore, he was fired The new coach is much better at this
and has mc1ted his team to two weekend victories - over Philadelphia
and over the New York Rangers. Good for him, or he probably would
have been fired too
Harold Ballard, Maple Leaf head honcho, felt that in his divine
wisdom that Roger Neilson should be through as a coach Unfortunately, Ballard forgot to have an alternative coach. John Mclellan
obviously did not want to nor was he able to coach. Had Ballard
thought his plan through as far as to have an alternative, I doubt if
Neilson would have been rehired regardless of public protest or player
protest Neilson was simply the only man in the Gardens on Saturday
to coach . Ballard did not change his mind, he did not succumb to pressure, he merely had no alternative.
What about Roger Neilson? Had it been I who was fired via Dick
Beddoes on TV, then I would have told Ballard what to do with his JOb
when he came begging back to me. Apparently Neilson has enougi•
loyalty to the Maple Leafs that he did not force Ballard to choke on his
pride but let him swallow it cleanly. That is certainly a refreshing
change m the day of Pete Rose and Reggie Jackson.
Harold Ballard certainly has lost some of his marbles. Certainly a
change had to be made, but was 1t NeilsontAfter all, it is players that
lose games, not coaches. If I had been Ballard and Gregory, I would be
hustlng to trade a bunch of players before the trading deadline Hatchison, Maloney, and )ones should maybe be sent abroad
Ballard certainly gave a great demonstration in classless behav1our
First finng Neilson on TV, then wanting Neilson to wear a bag over h1s
head beh1nd the bench Saturday, and trying to 'shrug off the whole incident as a hoax- Bull
Finally, Harold Ballard and his flair for the dramatiC Hav1ng Neilson
appear behind the bench after 0 Canada to a standing ovation Then
the Leafs coming off the bench for Butler's goal and Quenville's goal
- what hot dog grandstanding - if Ballard and the Leafs can't sell the
game of hockey, maybe they should go in to all-star wrestling and peddle their sensationalism there.

INTRAMURALS AT WLU
Hockey Final

Men' s Final
Basketball
Gold Division
1st Kreisz
2nd Stankovitz
3rd Troop
4th Hannivan
5th Duncan
6th Irvine
7th Bus. 2
8th Mskd Bgr.
Purple Division
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1st Little 69's
2ndAnim Hse
3rd Shtng Sem.
4th Cain's Will.
5th Chr. H Rais.
6th Laur C. Men
7th Strocks Sr.
8th Hist. Arts
9th Bus. 4 Bust.
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4
3
2
1
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First Game
Screaming Eagles 7
B.A. Wonders 5
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Water Polo

Purple Division
GWLTP
5 5 0 0 10
Cnhds
5 3 2 0 6
LtlA1E F lm
5 4 1 0 8
Ill Egis
5 2 3 0 4
A3E Trtls
5 2 3 0 4
Or sinis
Wllsn A2 N. S.
5 2 3 0 4
5 1 4 0 2
Mnglrs
5 1 4 0 2
Islndrs

DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

Gold Division
GWLT
5 5 0 0
5 4 1 0
5 4 1 0
5 3 2 0
5 2 2 1
5 2 3 0
5 2 3 0
5 0 4 1

Women 's Residence
Bask etball Final
D1 Unfrogettables 22
D3 Mini Maxi's 14

3
1
1
0

0
1
2
2

0
1
0
1

A York MBA opens the
door to a professional
management career.
Meet usand learn why!

Standings as of Feb. 27, '79

RdArmy
Rdrnnrs
WllsnB2
Jmmrs
WllsnBl
C-Men
A2E Mnis
LtlA2W

Group Centroid
Off Campus
Hell Raisers
Up in Turret Gang

WLTPFA
4 0 0 8 43 14
DownBlw
3 0 0 6 1612
Trlss Tbrs
First Week
3 1 0 6 24 19
Dnkrs
Bowling Playoffs
... 2 2 0 4 15 8
Bbs,Tbes
2 2 0 4 14 21
Euler
2 2 0 4 28 20 Bones 2204
WeeWndrfl
2 2 0 4 1598 Zwart 2202
Wings
1 3 0 2 9 25 Hayden 2135
Dlphns
0 3 0 0 0 0 Knight 2122
LdFmly
0 4 0 0 7 34 Rylott 2118
Tylr

Intramural Ball H ockey

P
10
8
8
6
5
4
4
1

Friday, 9 March, 1979
10:30 am to 2:30 pm
Business Student Lounge,
5th Floor, Teaching Building
Sir Wilfrid Laurier University

As Canada's largest graduate management school, York Univer·
sity's Faculty of Administrative Studies offers many more alternatives in course selection. This means an even wider choice of
career becomes availabLe to you. Meet our representatives to talk
about your career possibilities, the entrance requirements at York,
and what life is like in the professional business school.

~
•

.YORK
UNIVER.SITY

Hornet 2002
Michael 1994
Smith 1885

Final Co-op B'Ball
Standings

If yoo are unable to attend th1s mformat1on
meet1ng. ask yoor quest•ons by wnt1ng to
Student Alfa•rs Oll1ce. Faculty of
Adm•nistrative Stud•es. York Un•vers•ty,
4700 Keele Street. Downsv•ew. Ontano
M3J 2R6 - or call (4t6)667-2532.

6
3
2
1

High Average
Men
Duncan 161
Smith 161
Knight 158
Jeffries 157

Women
Corbett 138
Jeffries 132
Booth 131
Kellett 130

Hig h Triples
Smith559
Duncan540
Jeffries 536
Knight 52!

Corbett484
Smith459
Kellett 457
Booth453

H igh Singles
Smith225
Duncan213
Bones 213
Knight 213

Michael195
Corbett 189
Smith 176
MacCaulay 173

TAX TIME

ACCURATE
RETURNS
GUARANTEED
Trade Mark of Tax Time Services Limited

STUDENT SPECIAL
with this Ad and valid J.D.

$12
Guaranteed returns
Guaranteed returns
by Canada's largest All-Canadian
Tax S ervice.
Includes: Tl,;TlC,Schedules 1 thru 10
and Education Deduction Certificate.
Th is offer valid at the Waterloo Square
and Conestoga Mall locations only.
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ALI.; 50%oFF

Including Skis, Boots, Harness
Accessories, Clothing, and all the goodies
you have been looking at all season long!!!

Rand•
ityof'

•Except Ditrani Clothing,
30% to 50% Off.
close to campus at . ..
368 PHILIP ST. WATERLOO
1 Block from University Ave.

Riordan's
SKI & SPORT CENTRES
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